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use of Felsted Neighbourhood Plan Steering Group (“Client”) in accordance with the Agreement 
under which our services were performed. No other warranty, expressed or implied, is made as to the 
professional advice included in this Report or any other services provided by AECOM. 

Where the conclusions and recommendations contained in this Report are based upon information 
provided by others it is upon the assumption that all relevant information has been provided by those 
parties from whom it has been requested and that such information is accurate.  Information obtained 
by AECOM has not been independently verified by AECOM, unless otherwise stated in the Report. 

The methodology adopted and the sources of information used by AECOM in providing its services 
are outlined in this Report. The work described in this Report was undertaken in the period July to 
October 2017 and is based on the conditions encountered and the information available during the 
said period of time. The scope of this Report and the services are accordingly factually limited by 
these circumstances. 

Where assessments of works or costs identified in this Report are made, such assessments are 
based upon the information available at the time and where appropriate are subject to further 
investigations or information which may become available.  

AECOM disclaim any undertaking or obligation to advise any person of any change in any matter 
affecting the Report, which may come or be brought to AECOM’s attention after the date of the 
Report.

Certain statements made in the Report that are not historical facts may constitute estimates, 
projections or other forward-looking statements and even though they are based on reasonable 
assumptions as of the date of the Report, such forward-looking statements by their nature involve 
risks and uncertainties that could cause actual results to differ materially from the results predicted.  
AECOM specifically does not guarantee or warrant any estimate or projections contained in this 
Report.

Where field investigations are carried out, these have been restricted to a level of detail required 
to meet the stated objectives of the services.  The results of any measurements taken may vary 
spatially or with time and further confirmatory measurements should be made after any significant 
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View across arable land from Evelyn Road crossroads, Felsted.

FELSTED - HERITAGE AND CHARACTER ASSESSMENT

Introduction 
This report presents a summary of the history and character of Felsted 
within the Uttlesford District of Essex.  It has been prepared by consultants 
at AECOM on behalf of Locality, working closely with the Felsted 
Neighbourhood Plan Steering Group and is based on a detailed appraisal 
of the area carried out through desk study and fieldwork.
Landscape character assessment is a process used to describe and 
articulate what is special and distinctive about a particular place by 
identifying recognisable patterns of elements or characteristics that 
make one landscape different from another. Landscape is defined by the 
European Landscape Convention as:
 
“….. an area, as perceived by people, whose character is the result of the 
action and interaction of natural and / or human factors.” This definition is 
broad and encompasses natural, rural, urban and peri-urban areas. 

The information generated through the process of characterisation can 
be used as evidence to support the planning and design process. This 
approach is supported by the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF), 
which states that neighbourhood plans should develop robust and 
comprehensive policies based on an understanding and evaluation of its 
defining characteristics (DCLG, 2012). In doing so, policies can ensure 
that development responds to local character and history, and reflects 
the identity of local surroundings and materials, while not preventing or 
discouraging appropriate innovation.

Approach
The approach of this study follows well-established landscape character 
assessment techniques. The detailed desk study and fieldwork 
carried out to inform this assessment underpins the classification and 
description of character areas and broadly follows the process set out in 
the “Approach to Landscape Character Assessment” (Natural England, 
2014).  This approach has been tailored to meet the specific needs of 
the neighbourhood planning process and draws on further best practice 
guidance including:

• Using Historic Landscape Characterisation (Historic England 2004);
• Character and identity Townscape and heritage appraisals in housing 

market renewal areas (Historic England and CABE 2008); and
• Understanding Place Historic Area Assessments: Principles and 

Practice (Historic England 2010).

Historic England, previously English Heritage, has issued a number of 
guidance and best practice notes covering a range of issues in relation 
to the conservation and management of historic places and heritage 
assets all of which are available on the Historic England website (https://
historicengland.org.uk/advice/planning/). 
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View across arable land from Evelyn Road crossroads, Felsted.

Photograph from consultation event

FELSTED - HERITAGE AND CHARACTER ASSESSMENT

Consultation
A meeting was held on 24th July, 2017 with members of the Felsted 
Neighbourhood Plan Steering Group.   Members of the group were 
encouraged to share their knowledge of the history and character of the 
area by answering four key questions.  A summary of these discussions 
is given below. 

What aspects of the heritage and character of the area do you particularly 
value?

• The identity and architecture of Felsted School;
• The green spaces throughout the area;
• The importance of the individual greens and hamlets;
• Open views from the public right of way network;
• Holy Cross Church in the centre of the village; and
• Flitch Way long-distance trail.

Are there any issues relating to the heritage or character of the area which 
you would like to see resolved?

• The impact that the neighbouring Flitch Green development has on 
the Parish; particularly in regard to traffic management, the threat of 
coalescence with Felsted and the capacity of local services to cope 
with additional demand;

• The T-junction at the centre of the village, where three roads join 
together. This creates a pinch point and sometimes gridlock, 
particularly when HGVs and coaches are passing through Felsted 
Village;

• Concern that some modern architecture is insensitive to the local 
context; and

• The loss of hedgerow boundaries.

Are there any aspects of heritage or character which you feel are 
particularly sensitive to change?

• The greens, which are already much reduced in size compared to 
their original layout;

• The setting to the Holy Cross Church; and
• The structure of development is traditionally linear, with most houses 

facing onto the street and backing onto countryside.

What do you consider the main pressures will be in the future which would 
threaten the distinctive characteristics of the area?  

• Concern over the impact that Stansted Airport may have on the 
tranquillity of the area and house prices;

• A120 and A131 are now very busy which results in the local roads 
being used as ‘rat runs’;

• Loss of local amenities and local businesses; and
• The memorial hall is currently too small, a new multi-purpose facility 

would be beneficial.
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CONTEXT

‘Abbotts’, a listed residential dwelling on Mill Road
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Location and Connectivity
 
Context
This section of the report describes the location and context of Felsted 
and summarises current planning policies which are relevant to the study. 

Location
Felsted is located in the district of Uttlesford in the north west of Essex. 
The nearest large urban settlements are Braintree approximately 8.5km 
to the west and Chelmsford approximately 14km to the south. The parish 
covers an area of approximately 2,400 ha. and, according to the 2011 
census, has a population of approximately 3,051 residents. 
Felsted is a rural community of sixteen distinct settlements, locally known 
as ‘greens‘, and one village in the west of the Parish. The parish benefits 
from good local road connections including the A120, which connects 
to Bishops Stortford and the M11 to the west and Braintree to the east. 
There are also connections via the A131 to Chelmsford to the south. 
There are further B roads and rural lanes which from a network of routes 
that provides access to surrounding areas. London Stansted Airport is 
located approximately 13km west of Felsted via the A120. The closest 
railway stations to Felsted village are at Braintree (9km), Stanstead Airport 
(20 km) and Chelmsford (16km). National Cycle Route 16 crosses the 
northern portion of the parish along the dismantled railway, now a Public 
Right of Way (PRoW) known as Flitch Way.

FELSTED - HERITAGE AND CHARACTER ASSESSMENT
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Natural Factors
Geology and soils
The underlying geology of an area is often largely hidden from view but 
has a strong influence on its character, having been shaped over by 
natural processes including erosion and sedimentation over millions of 
years. These processes help to define the land-form, soils, vegetation, 
drainage and building materials which are common in an area. 
The underlying bedrock of Felsted, which comprises London Clay 
Formation formed of clay, silt and sand, has a strong influence on the 
surrounding topography and landscape. This sedimentary bedrock 
formed 34 to 56 million years ago in the Palaeogene Period. (Geology of 
Britain, 2016).
The UK Soil Observatory’s ‘Soilscapes for England and Wales’ map 
indicates that the soils in the area are influenced by the underlying 
geology.  The predominant soil type within the parish is lime rich clayey, 
loamy soils with slightly impeded drainage.  The soil is of high fertility and 
is commonly associated with arable grassland. (Soilscapes, 2017).
Freely draining, lightly acidic soils are found on the fringes of the area. 
These soils are freely draining and are also common to arable and 
grassland areas. In the south east of the area there is slightly acidic loamy 
and clayey soils with impeded drainage.  These soils have a moderate to 
high fertility and again are common of arable and grassland.

Topography and hydrology
The topography of Felsted is gently undulating, which contributes to the 
tranquil, rural character of the area as it creates enclosed areas that are 
largely separated from surrounding settlement. Land west of Gransmore 
Green forms a local high point, reaching 80m AOD. Felsted lies to the east 
of the River Chelmer at the point before it turns south towards Chelmsford. 
The River Ter, which sustains a number of fish ponds, meanders through 
the south eastern part of the parish before feeding Lodge Lake and 
Lavender Lake, which are located to the south of Thistley Green. Ditches 
commonly flank rural lanes, draining the rural landscape.  

FELSTED - HERITAGE AND CHARACTER ASSESSMENT

Figure 2.  Hydrological and topographical map.  NTS.  Contains Ordnance Survey Data © Crown Copyright and database right 2017
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FELSTED - HERITAGE AND CHARACTER ASSESSMENT

Planning Policy Context

National Planning Policy

National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF), 2012

The NPPF requires local authorities to set out in their Local Plan a positive 
vision for the enhancement and enjoyment of heritage assets (DCLG, 
2012). Part 12 Conserving and enhancing the historic environment 
clearly states that local authorities should recognise “the desirability 
of new development making a positive contribution to local character 
and distinctiveness” and should seek “opportunities to draw on the 
contribution made by the historic environment to the character of a 
place”. An understanding of history and heritage is therefore important in 
developing neighbourhood plans, but to the extent that it informs future 
development and the contribution this makes to local distinctiveness. 
These points are reinforced by a number of specific policies in the NPPF. 
Paragraph 58 states that neighbourhood plans should develop robust 
and comprehensive policies that set out the quality of development that 
will be expected for the area, which are based on stated objectives for 
the future of the area and an understanding and evaluation of its defining 
characteristics. 
Paragraphs 60 is clear that promoting and reinforcing local distinctiveness 
is important, but that neighbourhood plans should not attempt to “impose 
architectural styles or particular tastes” or “stifle innovation, originality or 
initiative through unsubstantiated requirements to conform to certain 
development forms or styles”. Paragraph 61 goes further, stating that 
“although visual appearance and the architecture of individual buildings 
are very important factors, securing high quality and inclusive design 
goes beyond aesthetic considerations”. It stresses that planning policies 
should “address the connections between people and places and 
the integration of new development into the natural, built and historic 
environment.” 
The NPPF also includes guidance on developing policies to provide special 
protection for green areas through Local Green Space designations. 
Criteria for such designations is provided in paragraph 77.

Planning Practice Guidance, 2014

Planning Practice Guidance was reviewed, catalogued and published 
online by the government in 2014 (DCLG, 2014). The section on design 
includes guidance on promoting landscape character (Paragraph: 
007Reference ID: 26-007-20140306). It states that “development should 
seek to promote character in townscape and landscape by responding 
to and reinforcing locally distinctive patterns of development” and that 
the “successful integration of new development with their surrounding 
context is an important design objective”.

Local Planning Policy

The Uttlesford Local Plan is the main policy document for the Felsted 
Parish that applies to planning and future housing needs (Uttlesford 
District Council, 2005). The plan aims to maintain and improve on the many 
positive attributes associated with the area in order to continue the high 
standards of living enjoyed by the districts’ residents. The policies within 
the plan help to address issues surrounding housing needs, environmental 
protection, public transport, jobs and education etc. Uttlesford District 
Council is currently preparing a new local plan which will allocate sites and 
include supporting policies. A draft plan is due for publication in summer, 
2017 with formal adoption expected in spring 2019. 

Uttlesford Local Plan (Adopted 2005)

Saved policies from the Uttlesford Local Plan, which are relevant to 
heritage and character, are discussed below: 

Policy GEN2- Design: ‘Development will not be permitted unless its design 
meets all the following criteria’ and supplementary guidance (only criteria 
relating to heritage and character are listed).

“a) It is compatible with the scale, form, layout, appearance and materials 
of surrounding buildings; 
b) It safeguards important environmental features in its setting, enabling 
their retention and helping to reduce the visual impact of new buildings or 
structures where appropriate.”

Policy ENV1 - Design of Development within Conservation Areas: 
“Development will be permitted where it preserves or enhances the 
character and appearance of the essential features of a Conservation 
Area, including plan form, relationship between buildings, the arrangement 
of open areas and their enclosure, grain or significant natural or heritage 
features...” Conservation Areas are described in the Designations section 
of this report.   

Policy ENV2- Development affecting Listed Buildings: “Development 
affecting a listed building should be in keeping with its scale, character and 
surroundings. Demolition of a listed building, or development proposals 
that adversely affect the setting, and alterations that impair the special 
characteristics of a listed building will not be permitted...”  Listed buildings 
are referred to in the heritage assets section within each character area 
description. 

Policy ENV3- Open Space and Trees: “The loss of traditional open spaces, 
other visually important spaces, groups of trees and fine individual tree 
specimens through development proposals will not be permitted unless 
the need for the development outweighs their amenity value.” This is an 
important policy in relation to the greens which are common in the area. 

Policy ENV6 – Change Of Use of Agricultural Land to Domestic 
Garden:”Change of use of agricultural land to domestic garden will be 

permitted if the proposal, particularly its scale, does not result in a material 
change in the character and appearance of the surrounding countryside...” 

Policy H7– Replacement Dwellings: “A replacement dwelling will be 
permitted if it is in scale and character with neighbouring properties. 
In addition, outside development limits, a replacement dwelling will not 
be permitted unless, through its location, appearance and associated 
scheme of landscape enhancement it would protect or enhance the 
particular character of the countryside in which it is set.”

Cultural associations
A number of prominent individuals have resided in the area, most notably 
is the sons of Oliver Cromwell who attended Felsted School in the 17th 
century. John Wallis, the mathematician credited with introducing the 
symbol for infinity, and Isaac Barrow, a famous mathematician who taught 
Isaac Newton, were also educated at Felsted School. 
More recent residents include the former England Test cricketer Nick 
Knight and the former Chief of General Staff in the British Army General 
Sir Richard Dannatt.

View through the Lych Gate under the Old School Room to Holy Cross Church 
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Designations

Listed Buildings
Listed Buildings are buildings of special architectural and historic interest. 
They are designated by the Secretary of State in recognition of having 
special interest by way of their historic and architectural features.
The Felsted Neighbourhood Plan area contains 189 statutory listed 
buildings, including; eight Grade I, six Grade II* and 175 Grade II listings. 
However, just because other buildings or features within the area have not 
been designated does not mean that they do not have local historic or 
architectural interest or merit.

Scheduled Monuments
Scheduled Monuments are nationally important archaeological sites. 
Permission to alter scheduled monuments is required from the Secretary 
of State. There is a single Scheduled Monuments located within the 
Neighbourhood Plan Area, namely Leez Augustinian Priory, fishponds and 
Tudor Mansion.

Conservation Areas
Conservation Areas are designed to protect features of an area which 
make them distinctive and include both buildings and the spaces which 
surround them. Felsted Conservation Area is the only Conservation Area 
within the Neighbourhood Plan Area.
A Conservation Area Appraisal is a document which demonstrates the 
area’s special interest, analyses the positive and negative aspects of 
the area and identifies any opportunities for additional protection or 
enhancement.
A copy of the Felsted Conservation Area Appraisal, prepared by Uttlesford 
District Council, can be found through this link: https://www.uttlesford.gov.
uk/CHttpHandler.ashx?id=1919&p=0.

Local Listed Buildings
Local lists form a vital element in the reinforcement of a sense of local 
character and distinctiveness in the historic environment. They can 
be used to identify significant local heritage assets to support the 
development of Local Plans. This is reinforced by Historic England in their 
Advice Note 7: Local Heritage Listing, which states that “initiating a local 
heritage list in this way will develop awareness, encourage community 
involvement and helps ensure that the process remains transparent.” 
(Historic England, 2016). 
Uttlesford District Council does not have a register of locally listed 
buildings. However, this does not mean that buildings that are not listed, 
lack architectural, historic or social interest. Some buildings of interest have 
been identified within the Felsted Conservation Area Appraisal. AECOM 
has identified and described a number of buildings and structures which 
make a particular, positive contribution to the character and heritage of 
the area and could be considered candidates for local listing. The list is not 
definitive, and further work will be required to determine the significance 
of these assets against criteria agreed with Uttlesford District Council.

Figure 3.  Study area.     © Crown copyright and database rights 2017 Ordnance Survey 0100031673
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HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT 

The Old School Room viewed from the Church courtyard
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Timeline

Ro
m

an

Felsted lies close 
to the Roman 
road of Stane 
Street, which 
connected 
Dunmow and 
Braintree. A 
Roman-British 
settlement was 
established 
during this time, 
the site of which 
is located close 
to the current 
village. 

Established after 
the 7th century, 
Felsted belonged 
within the Hundred 
of Hindingeford or 
Hinkford; composed 
of two thirds forest, 
it was twice the size 
of neighbouring 
hundreds.

Overview

Settlement in Felsted was 
established in the early 
medieval period, although the 
beginnings of the village in its 
present form largely began 
after the conquest while under 
the possession of the Abbey of 
Holy Trinity at Caen, Normandy. 
The historic core of Felsted 
owes much to the Earls of 
Warwick, beginning with 
Sir Richard Riche who took 
possession of the Manor 
of Felsted in 1537 after the 
dissolution of the monasteries, 
who exerted influence over the 
village during a period of great 
prosperity. 
Throughout its history, the 
area’s economy has largely 
relied upon agricultural 
production. However, during 
the post-medieval period, and 
particularly from the early 19th 
century, education began to 
play an increasingly significant 
role. 
A schedule of heritage assets 
in Appendix A records details 
of the listed buildings identified 
within the study area.  
Historic maps showing the 
development of the study area 
are included in Appendix B.  

The tower of 
the Church of 
Holy Cross was 
constructed 
whilst the 
daughter of 
William I, Cecilia, 
was Abbess

An Augustinian 
Priory was 
established, 
south of Felsted, 
in the Hamlet of 
Leez.

The Manor of Felsted passed 
to the English Crown,(during the 
Hundred Years War) when Edward 
III decreed that all property 
belonging to alien priories should 
revert to the crown.

Henry V granted 
the Manor to 
Syon Convent in 
Middlesex, and 
was held until the 
dissolution of the 
monasteries in 
1537.

Felsted was under 
the possession of 
the Riche family 
under whom 
it prospered. 
Felsted’s continued 
prosperity to this 
day owes much to 
the Felsted School 
established during 
this period. 

Henry II required all property 
owners in Felsted to pay very 
high Capital Value Tax, which 
was second only to Barking in 
Essex.

The Manor 
of Felsted 
became the 
possession 
of the Abbey 
of Holy Trinity 
at Caen, 
Normandy.  

Sir Richard Riche 
acquired over one 
hundred manors 
after the dissolution 
including the Manor of 
Felsted.

Following the 
demise of monastic 
schools during 
the dissolution, 
Sir Richard Riche 
donated Felsted 
Guildhall for use as 
a schoolroom. The 
building stands today 
on Braintree Road as 
the grade I listed Old 
School House.

Sir Richard Riche 
was made the Earl 
of Warwick and 
built a mansion in 
the grounds of the 
dissolved priory at 
Leez, which is now a 
Grade I Listed Building.

Felsted is recorded in the 
Domesday Book as Phensteda, 
and is derived from Old English 
for ‘site in open country’.

Felsted was granted 
a weekly market and 
an annual fair on 
Holy Cross Day (14th 
September).

William the 
Conqueror 
seized the 
Manor of 
Felsted Bury. 
The manor 
was passed to 
the Bishop of 
Bayeux.

FELSTED - HERITAGE AND CHARACTER ASSESSMENT 
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With the passing of 
the Act for the Relief 
of the Poor a Parish 
Workhouse was 
established to the 
north of the village.

Oliver Cromwell’s 
daughter, Francis, 
married Robert 
Riche Earl of 
Warwick, at the 
Riche Family seat 
of Leez Priory.

The Lords Riche 
consolidated their 
wealth through 
investment in the 
colonisation of 
America.

From the early 
Victorian period 
agriculture 
prospered in 
the region as 
production 
intensified to meet 
the demands of 
London.

Felsted’s 
population was 
recorded as 
2,012.

Charity commissioners replaced the 
school patron with a board of locally 
elected trustees. The school prospered 
and pupil numbers grew to 400, drawn 
from the surrounding parishes.

Felsted Railway 
Station was opened 
to the west of the 
village. It was located 
in the parish of Little 
Dunmow and outside 
of the neighbourhood 
plan area.

A United Reform 
Church chapel was built 
on Station Road. It is no 
longer used as a place 
of worship.

The construction of 
Felsted School was 
completed on Stebbing 
Road, the school 
operates today from 
the same buildings 

Felsted endured a period 
of decline, with just nine 
boys attending its school 
and the church visibly 
decaying.

Leez Priory 
is sold 
to Guy’s 
Hospital, 
London.

New School House 
is constructed at 
Ingram’s Close due to 
an improvement in the 
economy and a rise in pupil 
numbers. 

The Church of Holy 
Cross fell into disrepair 
due to being left to 
the charge of a Curate 
when the Vicar retired 
to Wiltshire. This 
resulted in a decline in 
attendance and non-
conformism grew in 
the village. 

Four sons of 
Oliver Cromwell 
attended school 
at the former 
Guildhall.

The estate of the Earls of Warwick was 
divided, with Felsted inherited to Lord 
Roberts of Truro who had married Lucy 
Lady Riche.

Boote’s House (Grade II*) 
was constructed as Felsted 
prospered during the 16th and 
17th centuries.

18
73

  

As pupil numbers outgrew 
the capacity of the parish 
church a chapel was designed 
in an Early English Gothic 
Revival style, and built in brick 
adjacent to the school

18
74

 Depression was felt in the 
agricultural economy of 
the area; as costs rose 
many farms fell derelict. 
Scottish dairy farmers, 
from Renfrewshire and 
Ayrshire, travelled south 
to take up agricultural 
production in the area.   

18
75

 The Hartford 
End Brewery 
was established 
c.1875 on the 
Chelmer River.

18
76

   The Church of Holy 
Cross was extensively 
repaired.

FELSTED - HERITAGE AND CHARACTER ASSESSMENT 
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The Felsted Memorial 
Hall was constructed. 
In part paid for by the 
Vicar upon selling the 
Old School Room on 
Station Road, in return 
for use of the Memorial 
Hall for Sunday School. 
The Hall had tennis 
courts which housed 
the Felsted Lawn 
Tennis Club.

The sugar beet factory 
ceased production, 
unable to compete in 
the Common Market 
which the UK entered 
into in 1975. Oil seed 
rape and other crops 
were cultivated in the 
area as demand for 
sugar beet suffered.

Felsted School 
was occupied by 
the military as the 
headquarters of the 
Eastern Regional 
Defence. 

The 
preparatory 
school was 
extended.

The Sugar Industry Act 
was passed to support 
sugar production in 
the UK, and was of 
particular importance 
to the industry in the 
east of England.

The Felsted Sugar Beet 
Factory is recorded as 
having its own football 
team, the ‘Beetroots’. The 
factory had its own sports 
club, hostel, magazine and 
allotments for workers.

Felsted Railway 
Station closed to 
regular services, 
closing entirely 
in 1964.

The sugar beet 
factory was 
demolished 
to make way 
for housing 
development 
south of 
station road, 
outside of the 
Neighbourhood 
Plan area.

The post-medieval 
Swan Inn was 
demolished to be 
replaced with the 
extant Swan Inn on 
Chelmsford Road. 

Felsted School 
received evacuees 
from London, 
although they 
gradually returned 
to London.

A sugar beet factory was built 
near Felsted by the Second 
Anglo-British Sugar Beet 
Corporation, on the parish 
boarder with Little Dunmow, and 
was an important local employer 
for the village and wider area.

Felsted School’s Elwyn 
House was opened.

The Eastern Regional 
Defence headquarters 
left Felsted School, 
leaving concrete 
building foundations in 
its playing fields and its 
buildings in a state of 
dilapidation. 

The Trade Board Acts of 
1908 were expanded to 
include agricultural workers, 
which encouraged the 
production of sugar beet in 
this area. 

Employment in Felsted 
was 59%, with the largest 
employer being the sugar 
beet factory, and secondly 
schools.

Felsted School continues to 
open its doors to new pupils 
each year, which in 2012 
numbered around 1,000. 
With 400 staff, the school 
plays a dominant role in the 
local economy, as both an 
employer and its staff and 
pupils providing support for 
other local services.
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   Felsted School is 
described in the 
Kellys’s Directory 
of that year, as a 
grammar school 
with 210 boarders. 
There was also a 
national school, 
girls school and 
infants school 
located within the 
village. 
The main crops 
are listed as being 
wheat, barley, 
turnips, beans, 
oats and field 
beet. A wide range 
of trades and 
activities also took 
place in Felsted, 
representing a 
thriving community. 

18
79

  

A new boarding 
school was opened at 
Watchhouse Green, 
located as more children 
were at the ‘Greens’ than 
in the village of Felsted 
itself. This school remains 
today as Felsted Primary 
School.

18
79

  A new almshouse with a central 
chapel, by architect Frederick 
Chancellor, was constructed 
of brick after the earlier site 
was destroyed by arson. The 
almshouse field was added to 
those of the school’s.

18
84

  

Felsted School 
opened a 
preparatory 
school south of 
Braintree Road, 
once again to 
the designs of 
the architect 
Frederick 
Chancellor. 
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CHARACTER ASSESSMENT

View north east from Mill Road
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Existing Character Assessments
National
Existing character assessments have been reviewed to provide some 
context to this more detailed assessment. The study area falls within 
National Character Area (NCA) 86 - Suffolk and North Essex Clayland, as 
defined by Natural England (Natural England, 2014). This NCA is broad but 
provides some context to the character of the study area. 
Natural England defines key characteristics as “those combinations of 
elements which help to give an area its distinctive sense of place” that 
would result in significant consequences for the current character if they 
were changed or lost. As a result, they form important evidence to support 
the development of planning and management policies and a reference 
point against which to monitor change. 
The key characteristics of NCA 86, which are or particular relevance to 
this assessment, are:

• “An undulating chalky boulder clay plateau is dissected by numerous 
river valleys, giving a topography of gentle slopes in the lower, wider 
valleys and steeper slopes in the narrower upper parts”;

• “South-east-flowing streams and rivers drain the clay plateau. 
Watercourses wind slowly across flood plains, supporting wet, 
fen-type habitats; grazing marsh; and blocks of cricket-bat willows, 
poplars and old willow pollards”.

FELSTED - HERITAGE AND CHARACTER ASSESSMENT

• “Lowland wood pasture and ancient woodlands support the 
dormouse and a rich diversity of flowering plants on the clay plateau. 
Large, often ancient hedgerows link woods and copses, forming 
wooded skylines”;

• “The agricultural landscape is predominantly arable with a wooded 
appearance. There is some pasture on the valley floors. Field patterns 
are irregular despite rationalisation, with much ancient countryside 
surviving”;

 
• “Roman sites, medieval monasteries and castles, and ancient 

woodlands contribute to a rich archaeology. Impressive churches, 
large barns, substantial country house estates dot the landscape, 
forming historical resources”;

• “There is a dispersed settlement pattern of scattered farmsteads, 
parishes and small settlements around ‘tyes’ (commons) or strip 

View south along Mill Road

greens and isolated hamlets”;

• “Traditional timber-frame, often elaborate buildings with exposed 
timbers, colour-washed render, pargeting and steeply pitched roofs 
with pegtiles or long straw thatch. Sometimes they have been 
refronted with Georgian red brick or Victorian cream-coloured 
bricks (‘Suffolk whites’). Clay lump is often used in cottages and farm 
buildings”; 

• “Winding, narrow and sometimes sunken lanes are bounded by deep 
ditches, wide verges and strong hedgerows”; and 

• “A strong network of public rights of way provides access to the 
area’s archetypal lowland English countryside.”
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Existing Character Assessments
Regional
The East of England Landscape Framework “categorises landscapes 
within the East of England region in terms of landscape, biodiversity, 
geodiversity, historic environment and spatial planning under a single 
banner to steer the development and to identify and disseminate good 
practice in all aspects of landscape protection, management and 
planning” (Landscape East, 2011).
Within this Framework Felsted falls into two Landscape Character Types 
(LCTs):

• LCT Wooded Plateau Farmlands: For the most part this is a settled, 
early enclosed landscape with frequent ancient woods, associated 
with a rolling, in places undulating glacial plateau, dissected by 
numerous shallow valleys.

• LCT Valley Settled Farmlands: Settled, often busy landscapes which 
occur along the sides of the sinuous valley corridors that cut through 
the East Anglian clay plateau.

Local
At a local level Felsted is characterised in the Braintree, Brentwood, 
Chelmsford, Maldon and Uttlesford Landscape Character Assessments 
(CBA 2006). In October 2005 the above Councils jointly commissioned 
comprehensive Landscape Character Assessments of their respective 
areas. 

Felsted falls within Landscape Character Area (LCA) B16- Felsted 
Farmland Plateau, the key characteristics of which are: 

• “Gently undulating farmland”;

• “Network of narrow, winding lanes”;

• “Many small woods and copses provide structure and edges in the 
landscape”; 

• “The farmland is predominantly arable with field boundaries 
delineated by fragmented hedgerows”; and 

• “The views are open to panoramic across the farmland. The variation 
in the nature of the view is dictated by the trees”.

The following landscape planning guidelines are recommended for LCA 
B16:

• “Ensure that new build is in keeping with landscape character”;

• “Conserve and enhance the landscape setting of settlements“;

• “Maintain cross-valley views and characteristic views across and 

along the valley“; and

• “Ensure any new development on valley sides is small-scale, 
responding to historic settlement pattern, landscape setting and 
locally distinctive building styles“. 

A series of land management guidelines are also recommended:
• “Conserve and enhance the existing hedgerow pattern, and 

strengthen through planting where appropriate to local landscape 
character“;

• “Conserve and manage areas of semi-natural woodland as important 
landscape and nature conservation features“;

• “Conserve and manage the ecological structure of hedges within  
the character area“; and

• “Conserve and promote the use of building materials, which are in  
keeping with local vernacular / landscape character“.

FELSTED - HERITAGE AND CHARACTER ASSESSMENT

Figure 4.  
District/Borough Landscape Character Types and Areas.  CBA 2006.

Figure 5.
Uttlesford District Landscape Character Types and Areas.  CBA 2006.

View south along Mill Road
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Figure 6.  Landscape Character Areas. © Crown copyright and database rights 2017 Ordnance Survey 0100031673
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Character Area Profiles
The results of the desk study and fieldwork have been analysed and five 
distinct character areas have been identified, as shown in Figure 6. These 
have been informed by the following:

• Historical development - including street pattern, land use, 
conservation areas and heritage assets;

• Movement - including physical boundaries such as railway lines, 
roads, rivers and gateways, nodes and linkages;

• Urban structure and built development - including density and 
building height, enclosure, architectural style and detailing;

• Land use and levels of activity;

• Green space and public realm - including those with planning policy 
and statutory protection, and how this relates to buildings and 
spaces; and

• Views and their contribution to an understanding of character, 
including the identification of landmarks.

   Key

 Study Area

 LCA 1  Felsted Arable Farmland  

 LCA 2  Felsted Village

 LCA 3  Felsted Rural Greens

 LCA 4  Felsted Rural  Hamlets

 LCA 5  Southern River Valleys
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LCA 1: Felsted Arable Farmland
Key Characteristics
The key characteristics of LCA 1-  Felsted Arable Farmland are as follows:

• A landscape of gently undulating arable land shaped by a series of 
brooks and streams that form shallow depressions;

• The most elevated LCA within the parish reaching 80m AOD;

• A productive landscape comprising large to medium sized arable 
fields with well-defined field boundaries comprising hedgerows 
with hedgerow trees and belts of broadleaved woodland providing 
structure to the landscape;

• Settlement is limited to isolated farmsteads and Gransmore Green 
and Bartholomew Green, which comprise a small number of houses 
and large agricultural and light industrial sheds;

• Topographical variations afford open views across the landscape, 
particularly to the west, taking in the landmark of St. Mary the Virgin 
Church set on a ridge some 3km from Felsted;

• The A120, a major trunk road, traverses the northern edge of the 
LCA. Earthworks and planting screen the road from much of the 
surrounding area limiting its influence on the character of the LCA; 
and

• Generally a tranquil landscape mostly free from busy transport 
routes.
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Figure 7.  Landscape Character Areas.  © Crown copyright and database rights 2017 Ordnance Survey 100018688

© Historic England 2017 Contains Ordnance Survey data © Crown copyright and database right 2017 The Historic England GIS Data contained in this material was 
obtained in July 2017

Published using the Open Government License (OGL) version 3.0
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Listed Building, Grade 1
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Primary Route
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A120

Key

Numbers on figure relate to 
Schedule of Heritage Assets in 
Appendix A.
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Natural Factors
Topography and hydrology
Reaching a high point of 80m AOD, this area is the most elevated LCA 
within the parish. A series of watercourses including the River Ter and 
minor streams and brooks cut through the landscape forming minor 
valleys and a gently rolling landscape.  

Cultural and Social Factors
Movement and connectivity
The primary route through the area is the A120.  The road traverses the 
northern extent of the LCA, broadly tracing the route of Stane Street, 
a Roman Road.  It’s impact on the LCA is limited by its sunken design 
screening vegetation.  Likewise, the sparse road network of secondary ‘B 
roads’ and rural lanes has a limited effect on the area on account of mature 
vegetation, including woodland that flanks the road corridor. These minor 
roads are generally orientated north/south across the LCA. 
A series of Public Rights of Way provide good recreational access across 
the landscape. Routes include the Saffron Trail, a long distance footpath 
measuring approximately 70km from Southend-on-Sea to Saffron 
Walden; and Flitch Way, comprising approximately 24km of track following 
the path of the disused Braintree to Bishop’s Stortford railway line, which 
also forms a section of National Cycle Route 16. 

Landscape structure and built form
The well-structured and textured landscape results from a patchwork of 
large to medium sized arable fields interspersed with clumps of deciduous 
woodland and defined by hedgerow boundaries, some of which include 
hedgerow trees. 
Farmsteads, such as Sewards Hall Farm, are the prominent form of 
settlement and are often grouped to form small hamlets. Clusters of 
properties occupy the land of what was historically a single farmstead, 
as outhouses and barns have undergone conversion to residential use. 
Houses are typically two storeys in height,  with red tiled roofs and white 
or cream rendered walls with red brick chimney stacks. Properties are 
generally set back from the road, separated by small front gardens.  
The area includes a number of contemporary, large, detached dwellings, 
typically constructed from red brick and set well back from the road, 
occasionally behind metal gates. Such properties are regularly enclosed 
by tall evergreen hedgerows or trees on curtilage boundaries, which 
makes them conspicuous within the rural landscape.  

Heritage Assets
This LCA has historically comprised dispersed farmsteads amongst the 
open agricultural lands of the north of Felsted, as well as the hamlet of 
Bartholomew Green, and remains largely agricultural and undeveloped. 
There are no Scheduled Monuments, Locally Listed Buildings or 
Conservation Areas in the LCA.

22

Land use
Although arable agriculture remains the principal land use within the 
area there is evidence of diversification into modern uses including 
commercial units at Gransmore Green and Bartholomew Green, a solar 
farm at Drapers Farm and Felsted Vineyard. 

Views
A variety of views are afforded throughout the area. Hedgerows and 
clumps of woodland limit views in places, adding to the sense of enclosure 
and remoteness from settlement. Longer distance views, such as those 
from the Saffron Trail, north of Felsted are across the rolling wooded 
agricultural landscape towards distant wooded ridgelines. Looking north 
east, the landmark of St. Mary the Virgin Church can be seen on the 
ridge below the settlement of Stebbing providing a focus and point of 
orientation within the view.

Listed Buildings
There are a total of 25 listed buildings, exclusively representing agricultural 
and domestic features. One example is of exceptional interest, and is 
Grade I listed. This comprises the timber framed Gatehouse Farmhouse 
(NHLE 1112849), a Medieval Hall house with a servants cross wing, built 
c.1300. The origin of the house is likely to be monastic.  The property 
is set back from the B1417 and is well screened by mature vegetation.  
The remaining 24 structures are of special interest and are grade II listed, 
and are representative of the agricultural nature of the economy of the 
region from the post-medieval to the modern periods. Examples include 
Horstages, a timber framed farm house built in the 17th century in a 
vernacular style; Sewards (NHLE 1168117), an early 19th century farm 
house built of the regional gault brick; and Drapers Farm Outbuilding 
(NHLE 1147278), an 18th century timber framed granary.

Green space and public realm
The area is predominantly in agricultural use and there is little provision 
of formal green space.  Recreation is limited to the public right of way 
network which includes Flitch Way and National Cycle Route 16.  

FELSTED - HERITAGE AND CHARACTER ASSESSMENT

View north east from the Saffron Trail, towards St. Mary the Virgin Church, north of Felsted



Positive aspects of character
There are a number of positive aspects of character which should 
be sustained, reinforced or enhanced. These principally relate to the 
structure of the landscape, views and settlement pattern:

• A well-defined landscape pattern with strong field boundaries and 
distinctive mature hedgerow trees;

• Views north across open farmland;
• A large number of historic buildings survive in the area, representing 

development from the medieval period to modern;
• A high proportion of historic buildings, which largely retain their 

agricultural setting, are listed;
• In most areas development is dispersed and has preserved the 

historically open character of the area;
• Flitch Way, which crosses the area along the route of the disused 

Bishop’s Stortford-Braintree Branch Line; and
• Away from the busy A120, the wide spread perception of tranquility 

across the area. 

Issues to be addressed
The following has been identified which could be addressed through new 
development or active management. These principally relate to:

• The loss of field boundaries, creating large, open fields such as to the 
south of the B1417 in the north of the area; 

• New development that is unsympathetic in terms of the number,  
layout and materiality of dwellings has potential to dilute the identity 
of the local vernacular; and

• Urbanising features such as non-native planting to the boundaries of 
properties, commercial advertising and gated entrances detract from 
the rural character of the area. 

Sensitivity to change
Elements which are particularly sensitive to change include: 

• The clumps of mature deciduous trees within the area;
• The sparse road network and open areas between hamlets that 

prevent coalescence and promote a sense of tranquility; and
• Historic farms are susceptible to incremental change.

23
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View of Frenches Green, south from Felsted footpath 20.



Gently undulating 
landform

Occasional 
clumps of 
deciduous 
woodland

Some fragmented 
hedgerow field 
boundaries

Predominantly 
arable agriculture

Views are often 
short range 
on account of 
landform and 
field boundary 
vegetation

A strong network 
of hedgerow trees 
spreads across 
the area
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View across agricultural land.  Photograph shows characteristics typical of LCA.
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LCA 2: Felsted Village
Key Characteristics
The key characteristics of LCA 2- Felsted Village are as follows:

• The village is located on a plateau of higher ground with land sloping 
down towards the River Chelmer to the west beyond the edge of the 
village;  

• A diverse but distinctive vernacular;

• Intricate and interesting roof-scape of red tiles, red brick chimney 
stacks and chimney pots; 

• An intimate scale within the historic core resulting from the fine grain 
and consistent building line; 

• Buildings and private curtilages are well managed, creating an overall 
perception of a  well-maintained townscape;

• Strong historical and cultural associations, particularly in relation to 
Felsted School;

• Substantial areas of well-maintained green space within Felsted 
School, which provide the setting of the historic buildings of the 
school;

• Views are typically channelled by buildings along road corridor, but 
are more open across Felsted School playing fields; and

• The village is surrounded by recreation grounds, allotments and 
sports pitches associated with Felsted School.  

Figure 8.  Landscape Character Area 2.  © Crown copyright and database rights 2017 Ordnance Survey 100018688

© Historic England 2017 Contains Ordnance Survey data © Crown copyright and database right 2017 The Historic England GIS Data contained in this material was 
obtained in July 2017

Published using the Open Government License (OGL) version 3.0
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Natural Factors
Topography and hydrology
Felsted Village sits on top of a plateau of higher ground which falls gently 
from approximately 75m AOD in the east to 60m AOD in the west of the 
village, before falling more steeply downwards the River Chelmer, which 
meanders through the landscape from north to south at approximately 
40m AOD. Minor streams flow from Station Road and Mill Road, west of 
the village, and feed into the River Chelmer. There are also field ponds set 
within private land to the west of Bury Farm and the south of Station Road. 

The rural fringe of the area comprises a mixture of uses including 
allotments, located between Mill Road and Chelmsford Road; playing fields 
and a recreational ground toward the eastern extent of the area located to 
the rear of Memorial Hall; and an area of paddocks that occupies land to 
the north of the area to the rear of Bury Farm.  

Landscape structure and built form
The historic core of the village is focused on Holy Cross Church, adjacent 
to the Chelmsford Road / Station Road / Braintree road ‘T junction’. The 
houses here include some of the oldest and most characterful in the area, 
typically positioned to front onto the pavement. There is a rich variety of 
properties ranging from substantial detached houses, through to small 
cottages. This part of the village is fine grain and enclosed, creating an 
intimate character. There is diversity in the style of residential properties 
which is a reflection of the period in which they were constructed. 
However, there are a number of features that are consistent across much 
of the area including: 

• Red roof tiles and occasionally hanging tiles as a decorative feature 
to frontages;

• Dormer windows;
• Timber framing to some properties
• Rendered frontages typically coloured cream,  white or pink;
• Painted, wooden front doors;
• Timber-framed, sash windows;
• Decorative features unique to each property, such as external lighting 

and house name plaques; and
• Red brick chimney stacks.

Outside of the historic core, the townscape is of a courser grain with semi-
detached properties set within a generous curtilage. These properties 
are mostly set back from the road, behind well-maintained front gardens 
that provide variety throughout the townscape. The extensive grounds of 
Felsted School further contribute to the low density of built form in this 
area. Felsted School contributes many historic and characterful buildings 
to the townscape, as well as a number of more recent buildings, which are 
sympathetic in terms of their scale and relationship to their surrounding 
context. 

Heritage Assets
The majority of the historic core of the village is covered by the Felsted 
Conservation Area, which is discussed below. There are no scheduled 
monuments in the LCA, but including the conservation area, there are 62 
designated heritage assets. 

Conservation Areas
The core of the village and the fields of Felsted School are designated by 
Uttlesford District Council as a conservation area, which is considered to 
have special architectural and historic interest. The area was designated in 
recognition of the high proportion of historic open spaces and buildings. 
Of the listed buildings within the area, 18% date from the 15th century or 
earlier. Just 20% of listed buildings in the area are dated to the 19th and 
20th centuries. A Conservation Area Appraisal was adopted for the area 
by Uttlesford District Council in 2012.

Listed Buildings
Of the 61 listed buildings in the LCA, 49 are located within the Felsted 
conservation area. Two of are of exceptional interest and are grade I 
listed. The first of these comprises the Church of the Holy Cross (NHLE 
1112864), which is the parish church of Felsted and dates to the 12th 
century with 14th and 16th century additions, and is built mainly of rubble 
and flint. The second is the Old School Room and Lych Gate (NHLE 
1146621), which was founded by Sir Richard Riche in 1564 and was the 
village’s former Guildhall. It dates to the 14th or 15th century and has a 
timber framed construction.
Five structures are of more than special interest and are Grade II* listed. 
These include the 16th century timber framed Old School Masters House 
(NHLE 1322255), associated with the Grade I listed Old School Room. 
The Pavilion (NHLE 1112891) was built as a house in the 15th or 16th 
century and restored as a pavilion in 1933. The structure is timber framed, 
weather boarded, and is notable for the preserved 17th century painted 
panels and stair tower. Boote House (NHLE 1308644) was constructed c. 
1596, as reads the inscription above the door “George Boote made this 
house in 1596”. The timber framed and plastered house is notable for 
many architectural features such as a carved bressumer with flowers and 
dragons, and a bracket of a carved female grotesque with cloven hoofs. 
House Adjoining Boote House (NHLE1112870) comprises an early 15th 
century timber framed house attached to Boote House to the south. The 

Land use
The historic core of the village includes shops and local amenities, 
including a post office, general store, and pubs. Land use within the 
village is otherwise typically residential or educational. The western side 
of the village broadly comprises residential settlement, whilst the east is 
predominantly occupied by buildings and green-space associated with 
Felsted School. 

Cultural and Social Factors
Movement and connectivity
The primary route through the village runs eastward comprising Station 
Road, which becomes the B1417, Braintree Road in the west of the 
village. The B1417 enters the village from the south, which links Felsted 
to Chelmsford, before turning sharply east in the centre of the village. On-
street parking is common, and this is also the primary route for buses 
passing through the village Parking restrictions are in place along much 
of the route where it passes Felsted School. The T-junction formed 
by Chelmsford Road and Station Road is busy at peak times, often 
resulting in traffic jams during term time. A series of secondary roads run 
perpendicular to the main east/west route through the village including 
Mill Road, Stebbing Road and Garnetts Lane. Local roads and cul-de-sacs 
also turn off the main thoroughfare including Burry Fields, Bury Farm and 
Jollyboys Lane North.   The rural land surrounding the village is served by 
a network of Public Rights of Way, including the Saffron Trail. 

The Old Post House, Grade II The Pavilion, Grade II* The Colony, Grade II
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fifth grade II* listed building comprises Ingrams Close (NHLE 1146667) 
and consists of a multi-phase house of threes storeys which was built 
c.1800 and a single storey T plan house which dates to the 16th century.

The remaining 42 listed building are of special interest and are grade II 
listed. These structures allowed for an array of activities to take place in 
the village of Felsted. These largely comprise of houses as well as what 
are now shops and restaurants. However, there is also an almshouse 
(NHLE 1308878), post office (NHLE 1146613), a telephone kiosk (NHLE 
1322325), school buildings, and some agricultural buildings. Of note 
are the village school buildings, given their importance to the present 
day character of the settlement. These include: Felsted School (NHLE 
1112889), a three storey building with square tower and spire with clock 
at its base and Felsted School Headmasters House (NHLE 1146669). 
Both built in 1867 by Frederick Chancellor in a Gothic Revival Style, of red 
brick with polychromatic brick dressings.
There are 12 listed buildings located outside of the Felsted Conservation 
Area and these largely comprise of agricultural and industrial buildings in 
the rural fringes of the LCA. All 12 are of special interest and are grade 
II listed. Notable examples include Felsted Mill (NHLE 1112817), which 
was built in 1856 and built of red brick (DSC_5591.JPG); Chaffix (NHLE 
1112892), a timber framed farm house with origins in the 15th century; 
and Farnold’s Croft (NHLE 1322246), a timber framed cottage with origins 
in the 14th century.

Locally Listed Buildings
Those buildings identified as making a position contribution to the Felted 
conservation area within the conservation area appraisal are shown on 
Figure 8 and recorded below:

FELSTED - HERITAGE AND CHARACTER ASSESSMENT

• Felsted Preparatory School (LL1);
• Felsted School, Chapel (LL2);
• Felsted School, Grignon Hall (LL3);
• Felsted School, Combined Cadet Force building (LL4);
• The Arts Building (LL5);
• Felsted School, Railing and wall to south of Felsted Place (LL6);
• Northern boundary wall to Church of Holy Cross (LL7);
• No. 5 Station Road (LL8);
• The Swan Public House (LL9);
• Barn Court, Braintree Road (LL10);
• House corner of Braintree Road and Stebbing Road (LL11); and
• The Chequers Public House (LL12).

Green space and public realm
Public green space is limited to the recreation ground on the eastern 
edge of the village behind the Memorial Hall. This area includes a high 
quality playground, multi-use games area (MUGA) and a large playing field.  
The village also includes a number of semi-public areas such as the 
allotments located south of Station Road and the graveyard associated 
with Holy Cross Church. Although not publicly accessible, the sports 
pitches of Felsted School contribute to the perception of openness and 
green space throughout the eastern part of the village. 
Many of the large curtilages associated with residential properties outside 
the historic core of the village include large front gardens that are well-
maintained, regularly including deciduous hedgerows set beyond low red 
brick walls, which creates a degree of unity. 

The streetscape is simple on account of limited public space through the 
centre of the village. The pavements are vary in width and are generally 
surfaced with asphalt with granite kerbs retained in much of the village 
centre. Street furniture is sensitive to the historic setting of the area, for 
example the bus shelter at the ‘Church Bus Stop’ is of bespoke design 
including wooden panelling and tiled roofing. Finger posts and directional 
signage is of a historic and rural character, regularly comprising raised 
writing, painted black, on a white background. A listed red telephone 
box located outside the Boote House also contributes to the historic 
character of the streetscape.   

Views 
Views are typically very contained by buildings which channel views 
through the village, taking in  the historic properties which line the streets 
and contributing to a sense of enclosure. Turns in the streets create a 
series of views such that the village centre is experienced as a series 
of compartments, adding to the sense of place. The Church of the Holy 
Cross is taller than other buildings in the village and forms a prominent 
local landmark, particularly travelling west along Chelmsford Road, visible 
above the roofs of surrounding buildings. 
Views from the edge of the settlement are also typically short range, limited 
by the strong structure of hedgerows and woodland in the surrounding 
landscape. Points along the Saffron Way, on the northern extent of the 
LCA, afford longer distance views across wooded agricultural land to the 
north.  

The Colony, Grade II Church of the Holy Cross, Grade 1
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Figure 9.  Listed Buildings in Felsted Village 



Positive aspects of character
There are a number of positive aspects of character, listed below, which 
should be sustained, reinforced or enhanced. 

• Intricate, distinctive yet diverse vernacular of the area;
• Generally high level of management and maintenance of buildings 

and  private green space; 
• Limited and palette of street furniture which is reflective of the 

historic character of the village; 
• High level of preservation of historic fabric in the core of the village;
• A diversity of traditional construction materials, particularly 

within the Felsted conservation area, including various façade 
treatments of vernacular timber framed buildings to polite gothic 
revival style polychromatic brick which together contribute to local 
distinctiveness; 

• Church of Holy Cross and Felsted School is taller than other buildings 
in the village and forms a local landmark;

• Open space both within the village and the rural fringes, contribute 
positively to the setting and significance of heritage assets in the 
LCA;

• The generally narrow streets and tight building lines create a sense of 
enclosure in the historic core.

Issues to be addressed
The following issues have been identified which could be addressed 
through new development or active management. These are principally 
related to changes of use, services and infrastructure.

• Shop fronts and signage is not always sensitive to the historic 
character of the building or setting of the village;

• High volumes of traffic and parked cars are a particular issue at peak 
times during the school term; and

• On-street parking along Station Road and Braintree Road detracts 
from the setting of the historic core of the village and results in traffic 
queuing to pass parked vehicles. 

Sensitivity to change
There are also some elements which are particularly sensitive to change. 
These relate principally to new development in the area.

• The extension of Felsted School has been sensitive in respect of 
the surrounding character of the landscape; however, the cumulative 
effect of expansion has potential to erode the historic character of 
the area;

• The introduction of further utility poles with associated wires, along 
with TV aerials and satellite dishes threatens the intricate and 
interesting roof-scape, particularly within the historic core of the area. 

• The rural edges of the village are sensitive to urban expansion;
• The gaps formed by open countryside between the village of Felsted 

and Causeway End.
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Wayfinding signage at junction of Station Road and Mill RoadThe Swan Inn 

Tredeg, Grade II; and bus stopFelsted School Cricket Pitch

The Old School House, Grade 1Boote House, Grade II*

Felsted School, Grade IIAbbotts, Grade II
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Painted wooden 
doors

Cream rendered 
frontages

Low red brick 
walls at the 
curtilage 
boundary

Buildings 
typically front 
onto pavement

On-road parkingRed roof tiles Red brick 
chimney stacks

Tredeg, Grade II; and bus stop

The Old School House, Grade 1

Felsted School, Grade II Rumbles Cottage,  Grade II.  Photograph shows characteristics typical of LCA.
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LCA 3: Felsted Rural Greens
Key Characteristics
The key characteristics of LCA 3: Felsted Rural Greens are as follows:

• Nucleated settlements clustered stretching along the local road 
joining Watch House Green in the west and Willows Green in the east;

• Settlements comprise residential estates often centred on a  
 triangular ‘green’;

• Medium to small sized arable fields defined by native hedgerows  
and belts of woodland wrap around the settlements;

• The post- war housing developments are interspersed with   
occasional historic properties;

• Grass verges and managed hedgerows with hedgerow trees   
flank the carriageway roads between the settlements; and

• The area is largely level flat and therefore views are limited by the  
presence of field boundary vegetation.

FELSTED - HERITAGE AND CHARACTER ASSESSMENT

Figure 10.  Landscape Character Area 3.  © Crown copyright and database rights 2017 Ordnance Survey 100018688

© Historic England 2017 Contains Ordnance Survey data © Crown copyright and database right 2017 The Historic England GIS Data contained in this material was 
obtained in July 2017

Published using the Open Government License (OGL) version 3.0
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Natural Factors
Topography and hydrology
The Felsted Rural Greens LCA occupies an area of largely flat land. The 
land sits between 65 -75m AOD, other than the depression formed by 
the River Ter in the east of the LCA, which sits at approximately 60m AOD. 
A series of ponds is present on private land along Stevens Lane, located 
north east of Bannister Green. A small tributary to the River Ter runs south 
from land west of Oxney’s Farm. 

Landscape structure and built form
Both Watch House Green and Bannister Green follow the distinctive 
pattern of residential properties centred on a large rural triangular green. 
The majority of built up areas are nucleated settlements. Houses tend 
to be two storey and constructed in red brick or with rendered façades, 
other than those at Willows Green which are detached or semi-detached 
bungalows with pitched roofs. Watch House Green, Bannister Green and 
Willows Green are all of a medium density, relative to the wider area. Front 
gardens are common throughout the area, particularly within the larger 
‘Greens’ where the gardens are mostly separated from the adjacent road 
corridor by hedgerows which promotes a rural character and provides 
clear boundaries between public and private space.   
To the east of Bannister Green lies Frenches Green, Pye’s Green and 
Molehill Green, each comprising a small hamlet of residential properties,  
often semi enclosed by deciduous trees.  Frenches Green includes a 
triangular grass green, typical of the wider parish.  The properties range in 
style. Some appear to be converted barns, whilst others, such as Thorps, 
are of traditional historic character with features such as gabled dormers, 
timber frames with plaster and thatched roofs.     
A new development located north of Watch House Green on ‘Land East 
of Braintree Road’ comprises twenty five large detached residential 
dwellings built with a variety of finishes including red brick, rendered and 
timber clad two storey homes flanking a cul-de-sac.   

Land use
The majority of the area is given over to agriculture and most fields are 
in arable use.  Felsted Primary School, Little Acorns Nursery School and 
Whipper Snappers Playgroup, all located within Watch House Green.

Heritage Assets
The settlement pattern of the area has changed little since the first edition 
ordnance survey map for the area was surveyed in 1875. These hamlets 
include Watchhouse Green, Bannister Green, Frenches Green, Pye’s 
Green, and Willows Green. Despite the low density of development in the 
area, 39 buildings are protected and designated as listed buildings. There 
are no Scheduled Monuments or Conservation Areas within the LCA. 

Listed Buildings
All of the listed buildings within this LCA are grade II listed. These are largely 
represented as houses and agricultural buildings associated with farms or 
rural domestic activity. Notable examples include: The Three Horseshoes 
(NHLE 1322278), which is a timber framed property built in the 17th 
century in Bannister Green; Quaker Mount Pump (NHLE 1112863), which 
is a 19th century cast iron pump (one of a number of pumps throughout 
the neighbourhood plan area which have been designated); and House 
and Stores (NHLE 1322277) which is a medieval hall house dated to 
the 15th century with a timber framed construction and a 20th century 
ground floor shopfront.

Locally Listed Buildings
Felsted Primary School, shown on Figure 10 as LL1, was built in 1879 
as a boarding school in Watch house Green, and contributes positively 
to the character and heritage of the area. The school is single storey, 
and constructed of red brick in English bond with blue brick and ashlar 
dressings. The school is of architectural interest, belonging to a distinct 
institutional building type. The school is representative of the development 
of schooling as a key contributor to the local economy, and its historic 
interest is derived from this.

Green space and public realm
The triangular green at Bannister Green includes an enclosed children’s 
play area and is surrounded by residential properties to the north and 
includes the Three Horseshoes property to the east. Watch House Green 
and Frenches Green are also focused on a central ‘green’, which creates 
a focal point to each settlement and the setting for the buildings which 
surround it. Wayfinding signage throughout the area is mostly of a rural 
and traditional style of painted white wood with black lettering.  Within the 
larger ‘greens’ the signage is of a more urban character made from metal 
posts and reflective signs.   

Views 
Views are limited due to a combination of the flat landform and mature 
field boundary vegetation. Along the road corridor, views are channelled 
by mature hedgerows and woodland belts resulting in a perception of 
remoteness since surrounding settlement is rarely visible.   

Cultural and Social Factors 
Movement and connectivity
The larger settlements within the area are joined by Braintree Road, which 
becomes Ravens Crescent at Watch House Green and then Bannister 
Green Villas further west.  Thereafter, the road continues through 
Bannister Green, soon becoming Rayne Road and then turns south to 
become Main Road on the approach to Willows Green. Further key roads 
in the area include:

• The B1417 is a primary route that passes through Watch House 
Green to Felsted and includes a pavement on at least one side of the 
road;

• A minor road between Bannister Green and Cock Green with narrow 
crass verges on both sides along with deciduous hedgerows 
that separate the road corridor from adjacent agricultural land or 
residential plots; and 

• A minor road from Pye’s Green to Bartholomew Green which includes 
a lane for two directions of traffic and is often enclosed by tall 
hedgerows or trees flanking narrow grass verge.

Each of the settlements along this road corridor represent a node, each 
with a different local identity. Having once housed Bannister Green Halt 
Railway Station, which was decommissioned in 1952, Bannister Green is 
the largest settlement within the LCA. A network of public rights of way 
spreads across the area with greater coverage in the west than the east.  

Properties fronting onto Bannister Green
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Positive aspects of character
There are a number of positive aspects of character which should be 
sustained, reinforced or enhanced. These relate to the structure and 
historical development of the settlements. 

• Residential properties centred on a triangular green is a distinctive 
feature of this area; 

• The rural and historic style of wayfinding signage; 
• A high number of historic buildings survive in the LCA, largely 

representing the rural domestic and agricultural development of the 
area from the medieval to the modern period. 

Issues to be addressed
The following issues have been identified which could be addressed 
through new development or active management. These are principally 
related to the loss of landscape features.  

• The loss of field boundaries across the arable fields in the 
area results in larger fields and a more open landscape than is 
characteristic; 

• The conversion of private front gardens to driveways which threatens 
to erode the character of the road corridor;

• Unsympathetic boundary treatments to historic properties; and
• Modern development which lacks architectural quality and is 

unresponsive to the height, scale and massing of the vernacular. 

Sensitivity to change
There are also some elements which are particularly sensitive to change 
including: 

• Empty plots surrounding historic greens, which may be susceptible 
to infill development;

• Areas of open countryside, which prevent the coalescence of historic 
settlements; and

• Historic farm buildings are susceptible to incremental change of 
minor features that cumulatively result in a greater change.  

Properties on Ravens Crescent ‘Book Box’  on Evelyn Road

View east at Frenches Green Properties at Willows Green
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Properties fronting onto Bannister Green.  Photograph shows characteristics typical of LCA
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LCA 4: Felsted Rural Hamlets
Key Characteristics
The key characteristics of the LCA 4: Felsted Rural Hamlets are as follows: 

• A largely flat landscape with shallow depressions formed by minor 
water courses;

• Settlement is generally limited to hamlets set within open farmland 
and connected by country lanes;

• The vernacular is varied, comprising a mixture of historic and 
contemporary properties. Private gardens are long and occasionally 
include swimming pools and tennis courts;

• Arable fields, which extend across the majority of the area, are small 
to medium in scale and bound by hedgerows with hedgerow trees;

• Mature trees give the impression of a wooded landscape within 
views, although the area is largely devoid of blocks of woodland; 

• There are long distance views across open countryside where field 
boundary vegetation is absent; and

• The road network comprises quiet country lanes, other than the  
B1417, a primary route which leads to the western extent of the LCA. 
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Natural Factors
Topography and hydrology

This is a mostly flat landscape ranging between 60 – 70m AOD, but 
includes occasional shallow depressions formed by minor water courses. 
A series of drainage ditches flank the lanes which cross the area. 

Landscape structure and built form
This is a sparsely populated area and settlement is mostly limited to being 
located along the road network.  Causeway End, the largest settlement in 
the area, occupies land on both sides of the B1417 and includes buildings 
in a range of architectural styles from large, detached, historic properties 
to modern red brick bungalows. Properties are typically set within long, 
narrow plots that extend backwards into agricultural land. 
Molehill Green and Coblers Green, in the east and west of the area 
respectively, are small hamlets comprising a number of historic buildings, 
for example Walnut Tree Cottage in Coblers Green; a 16th century 
thatched roof, timber framed cottage. The variety and age of buildings 
within the hamlets results in an interesting vernacular. 

Cock Green is the largest ‘green’ within the LCA. The development is 
largely contained to the northern side of the road, which contributes to 
its open and rural character. Properties are typically set well back from 
the road within large plots, occasionally with tennis courts or swimming 
pools in rear gardens.  Front gardens are generally well-maintained and 
hedges are commonly used to delineate boundaries. Properties vary in 
architectural style. Some, such as the old steam mill toward the north of 
the settlement, have been renovated for residential use. Others, such 
as ‘Breadlands’ cottage on the western edge of the settlement, are 
historic residential homes from the 16th/17th century. Such properties 
include thatched roofs and casement windows and make an important 
contribution to the historic and rural perception of the area. There are 
also post-war residential dwellings throughout the settlement which are 
typically two storey, constructed in red brick, and with formal driveways. 
Brynteg, a newly constructed residential dwelling, occupies the land north 
of Hollow Road. The building is contemporary in style and is distinctive 
addition to the area.

Land use
The area is a predominantly agricultural, with the majority of fields in 
arable use. Residential uses are sparse and generally limited to small 
settlements. There is some evidence of commercial and light industry 
uses, for example a discount book wholesaler, is located in the east of the 
area and Felsted Business Centre, located on the western edge of Cock 
Green. 

Green space and public realm
Formal, publicly accessible green space is absent, but public rights of way 
provide access to the countryside surrounding settlements. However, the 
wide road verges and generous private gardens with views to agricultural 
land beyond contributes to a sense of openness and the perception of a 
rural and green area. 

Views 
There are long distance views across open countryside where field 
boundary vegetation is absent. Where views are open, large skies are 
common. There are also glimpsed views across the shallow river valley of 
the River Chelmer looking west from the B1417, south of Causeway End.

Cultural and Social
Movement and connectivity
The road network is sparse, comprising narrow country lanes, including 
‘Coblers Green’ in the west, ‘Hollow Road’ in the east, and an un-named 
road heading north from Cock Green to Bannister Green. Typically these 
lanes are flanked by well-maintained grass verges. Such roads are 
frequently designated as ‘Quiet Lanes’- a designation that aims to provide 
a safer environment for walkers, cyclists and those on horseback.   
A public right of way network spreads across the area and includes a 
particular concentration in the west. This includes public footpaths, a 
bridleway and a bridleway open to all traffic. The Saffron Trail enters the 
area from the south between Cobler’s Green and Cock Green and then 
extends north-west to Jollyboys.  Cock Green forms a central node in 
the area, as it did in the early 20th century when Cock Green Mill was 
operational. 
 

Heritage Assets
The form of LCA 04 has changed little since the first edition ordnance 
survey map was surveyed in 1875. There are no Scheduled Monuments, 
Conservation Areas or Locally Listed Buildings within the LCA.

Listed Buildings
A total of 31 listed buildings are located in the character area, of which 
all are of special architectural and historic interest and grade II listed. 
These exclusively represent houses and buildings associated with farms. 
Notable examples include: Robins Croft (NHLE 1322267) which is a 17th 
century cottage of rendered timber framed construction with thatched 
roof; Mill Cottage (NHLE 1112839) which was built in the 16th century or 
earlier, with a hipped and half hipped thatched roof and eyebrow dormer; 
and Helpeston Manor Outbuilding (NHLE 1322299) which is a timber 
framed structure dating from the 16th Century and is thought to have 
been a granary. 

View through Cock Green



View across agricultural land, south of Cock Green Quiet Lane sign
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Positive aspects of character
There are a number of positive aspects of character which should be 
sustained, reinforced or enhanced. These largely relate to the rural 
perception of the area.

• Distinctive triangular greens form the centre of settlements. 
• Hedgerows with hedgerow trees are a common feature along field 

boundaries;
• The grass verges that flank the roads through settlements and 

generous private gardens, promotes a sense of openness and links 
to the rural landscape; 

•  ‘Quiet Lanes’, which promote tranquil routes through the 
countryside; and

• A large number of historic buildings survive in the LCA, many of which 
are listed.

Issues to be addressed
The following has been identified, and could be addressed through new 
development or active management.

• The loss of field boundaries results in large fields that are 
uncharacteristic of the area.

Sensitivity to change
There are also some elements which are particularly sensitive to change. 
These relate to the layout and form of new development. 

• The areas of open countyside between Causeway End, Coblers 
Green and Cock Green are sensitive to development due to the 
function of this land in preventing coalescence between the areas of 
existing settlement; and

• Historic farm buildings are sensitive to changes in use. 

Dwelling on eastern edge of Cock Green



Quiet Lane sign
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View looking north in Cock Green.  Photograph shows characteristics typical of LCA
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LCA 5: Southern River Valleys
Key Characteristics
The key characteristics of LCA 5: Southern River Valleys are as follows:

• The gently sloping valleys are formed by the River Chelmer in the 
west and the River Ter in the east.  The Ter supports a series of fish 
ponds and mill ponds, which are relics of an industrial past;

• Development is sparse throughout the area, and is limited to 
residential properties and farmsteads;

• The base of the river valleys are wide and occupied by open pasture; 
and

• The minor roads which cross the area are flanked by narrow grass 
verges with well-kept hedgerows and hedgerow trees. 
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Natural Factors
Topography and hydrology
The action of the narrow rivers which pass through this area on the 
underlying geology has had a strong influence on the topography of the 
area. However, the rivers, which mark low points in the landscape at around 
45m AOD, are often concealed within the landscape by dense vegetation. 
The River Chelmer runs the length of the western edge of the area and 
is fed by a number of small streams that run down the valley side into 
the gently meandering river. In contrast, the River Ter is mostly straight, 
completing a single ‘hairpin’ turn within the study area. The fish ponds 
associated with the River Ter form part of the Leez Priory Scheduled 
Monument. These ponds are surrounded by dense woodland vegetation 
are located on the valley sides. A minor ridge of higher ground lies at the 
point where the two river valleys coincide, at approximately 70m AOD, and 
is marked by the B1417. 

Landscape structure and built form
Built form is mostly limited to isolated farms, which include examples 
farm houses which are typical of the local vernacular comprising 
thatched roofs, cream rendered walls and some external red brick 
features including chimney stacks and some lower portions structural 
walls. Modern buildings are mostly sympathetic to the local character, 
regularly including the traditional tone of rendered wall; although modern 
tiled roofs and contemporary windows distinguish the buildings from the 
historic vernacular. The area also includes a number of historic industrial 
buildings, such as the Felsted Mill on Mill Road and Hartford End Brewery, 
both of which have been converted to residential dwellings. (At the time of 
writing, Hartford End Brewery was under redevelopment). 
There is a small amount of development along Evelyn Road and Hartford 
End. The former comprises a mixture of red brick post-war bungalows 
and two storey houses, whilst the hamlet of Hartford End that consists of 
large detached houses and includes both recently built homes and older 
buildings, such as ‘The Brewer’s House’, that includes historic features 
including nine chimney pots and painted external beams. 
Built form across the area is otherwise limited to agricultural buildings 
including a number of large modern storage barns at Leighs Lodge Farm. 

Heritage Assets

Land use
This is an agricultural landscape. Narrow fields of pasture occupy the flood 
plains of the rivers Chelmer and Ter. The higher valley sides are occupied 
by medium to large arable fields. Some are defined by well-maintained 
hedgerows however many do not have strong boundaries but are loosely 
defined by specimen trees and drainage ditches. Settlement and other 
uses are largely absent, apart from occasional isolated farms.

A total of 33 listed buildings are located in the LCA, of which five are 
considered to be of exceptional interest. As stated above these are 
associated with Leez Priory and include two inner gatehouses (NHLE 
1322295, 1122138), part of a quadrangle and now a house (NHLE 
1112814), the priory itself (NHLE 1171386), and a priory garden wall 
(NHLE 1322296). The fisherman’s hut, which has associations with Leez 
Priory, is designated as Grade II*. The structures are constructed of red 
brick and are dated to the 16th century when the priory was acquired by 
Sir Richard Riche and the extant mansion was constructed.
The remaining designated assets in the LCA comprise 26 grade II 
listed structures which are of special interest. Besides four, which are 
associated with the Leez Priory, these structures are characterised by 
the rural nature of the area and largely comprise isolated farmsteads 
dated to the post-medieval and modern periods. An example is Leighs 
Lodge (NHLE 1112856), which is a 17th century farmstead of timber 
framed construction in a vernacular style. The lodge is surrounded by an 
associated working farm and cottages, of which four are grade II listed.

Locally Listed Buildings
While no list of locally listed buildings has been formally adopted by 
Uttlesford District Council, a building has been identified which positively 
contributes to the character and heritage of the area. The former Hartford 
End Brewery, highlighted as LL1 on figure 12, is located on the River 
Chelmer in the south of the LCA, adjacent to the B1417. It was constructed 
before the surveying of the first edition Ordnance Survey map in 1875 
and is constructed of red brick, with red brick and ashlar dressings, and 
a gault brick chimney. A lucam extends from the southern elevation over 
Mill Lane. Historic interest is derived from the breweries representation 
of agricultural industries in the region. The building has recently been 
undergoing redevelopment as part of a residential development.

Green space and public realm
There is no public green space within the LCA, although the public right of 
way network provides access into open countryside.    

Views 
In general, views are limited by roadside vegetation; however, gaps in 
vegetation and footpaths across open land afford occasional views. 
In such locations,topographical variation resulting from the two rivers 
creates opportunities for a range of views across the area, for example:

• Views south from Felsted Road, south east of Leighs Lodge, across 
open arable land gently sloping toward the ‘Lodge Lake’ and the 
‘Lavender Lake’. From  there, the land rises to a wooded ridge line 
across the shallow  valley. The view is punctuated by trees and 
clumps of broadleaved woodland. 

• Views across the shallow valley, across open agricultural land 
punctuated by trees and clumps of woodland from footpath number 
79, descending down the shallow eastern slope of the river valley  
toward Felsted Mill. 

Cultural and Social
Movement and connectivity
The B1417, located in the west of the area, is the primary route into 
Felsted from the south. Felsted Road enters the area from the south 
east, reaches a cross roads with a minor road at Leighs Lodge, and then 
continues north west to Cock Green. The minor road runs east to west 
from Willows Green to join with the B1417 at Prior’s Green.  Traffic is light 
throughout the area, other than along the B1417. A footpath follows the 
both the River Chelmer and the River Ter and links into the wider public 
right of way network, including the Saffron Trail. There is a high degree of 
tranquillity in this part of the landscape, which is remote from settlement, 
industry and infrastructure. 

Leez Priory, of medieval origin, accounts for nine designated assets 
and is a notable historic feature of the character area.  While half of the   
Leez Priory site lies outside of the Neighbourhood Plan Area, it has been 
considered in its entirety for the sake of this report, as to best understand 
its heritage value and highlight its contribution to the Neighbourhood 
Plan area. There are no Conservation Areas within the LCA. 

Scheduled Monuments
The Leez Augustinian Priory, fishponds and Tudor Mansion (NHLE 
1013148), which has origins in the early 13th century. The priory is 
associated with a number of other designated heritage assets, including 
five grade I listed buildings, one grade II* listed buildings, and four grade II 
listed buildings, which are described below.

Listed Buildings

View north from Leez Lane



Thatched Cottage, Grade II

Leez Lane

View across open agricultural land
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Positive aspects of character
There are a number of positive aspects of character which should be 
sustained, reinforced or enhanced. These relate to the pattern and 
structure of the landscape and the local vernacular.

• Isolated trees are a characteristic feature, providing structure to the 
landscape;

• A general lack of settlement, industry and infrastructure leads to 
relatively high degree of tranquillity;

• Cream coloured rendered walls are common on houses in the area, 
which creates a sense of unity;

• The historically open character of the LCA has been well preserved; 
• Leez Priory is a valuable contributor to the heritage significance of 

the LCA, in particular the valley of the River Ter; and
• The winding lanes with hedgerow boundaries prevent longer views, 

and limits the impact of views of modern development. 

Issues to be addressed
The following has been identified, and could be addressed through new 
development or active management. 

• The loss of hedgerow and tree field boundaries results in larger  fields 
and the loss of landscape features. 

Sensitivity to change
There are also some elements which are particularly sensitive to change. 
These relate to the tranquillity of the area which principally results from 
the lack of development, particularly on the valley floor

• The rural character of country lanes; and
• The landscape setting of Leez Priory and the valleys of the River 

Chelmer and River Ter, and views from public rights of way.



Leez Lane

View across open agricultural land Leez Lane.  Photograph shows characteristics typical of LCA
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Title

Watercourse, 
flanked by 
woodland, 
running through 
the valley floor

Pastoral land on 
the valley floor

Narrow well 
maintained grass 
verges

Single lane 
tarmac roads

Sparse and 
isolated, 
settlement 

Arable fields 
set on gently 
rising land  
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MANAGING CHANGE 

View south on Mill Lane
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Managing change
The character of Felsted Parish described above is the result of a range 
of interactions between natural and human processes. This evolution is 
supported by the section on historical development, which describes 
how the structure and character of the area has changed over time. 
Together this provides a baseline against which change can be monitored 
and managed. 
The evolution of the landscape will continue and therefore the management 
of change is essential to ensure that sustainable social, environmental 
and economic outcomes are achieved. This section therefore considers 
various factors which may influence change and inform the policies set 
out in the Felsted neighbourhood plan. 

Positive aspects of character
There are a number of positive aspects of character which should be 
sustained, reinforced or enhanced. These are set out in detail within the 
individual LCA descriptions and summarised below:

• A very strong local vernacular, specifically cream rendered frontages, 
red tiled roofs, wooden front doors and unique decorative features 
such as house names and external lights;

• Distinctive clusters of settlement that flank the primary road   
network;  

• Survival of many historic buildings, some of which have been   
converted to residential use but retain the historic façade;  

• A landscape that includes much field boundary vegetation   
promoting a strong sense of enclosure therefore enabling a rural  
character to prevail in close proximity to settlements;

• Links to the wider landscape through the network of public rights  
of way;

• The triangular green that sits at the centre of many settlements   
is a distinctive feature of the area;

• The ‘heritage style’ palette of wayfinding signage promotes a   
rural and historic character; and   

• The prominence of mature specimen trees delineating field   
boundaries.  

 

Issues to be addressed 
The following issues have been identified which could be addressed 
through new development or active management. These are principally 
related to the style of new development and the structure of the rural 
landscape.  

• Alterations to buildings through permitted developments which   
are unsympathetic to existing buildings and not in keeping with   
the character of the local vernacular;  

• The extension of some of the larger settlements threatens the   
historic settlement pattern and ultimately poses a risk of   
coalescence, particularly between the larger greens;  

• The loss of hedgerow and treed field boundaries resulting in the  
loss of landscape features and increased field sizes that threaten  
the structure and pattern of the landscape; and  

• The concentration of overhead lines and wooden utility poles   
detracts from the historic and rural character.

Sensitivity to change
There are also some elements which are particularly sensitive to change. 
These relate to how the character of the area is perceived.  

• The perception of remoteness found in close proximity to   
developed areas results from a strong sense of enclosure   
thereby limiting the visibility of nearby development;  

• The introduction of gated entrances to domestic dwellings and   
increasing proportion of evergreen hedgerows throughout the   
road corridor results in the urbanisation of the otherwise rural   
character;      

• The historic character that prevails through much of the parish;   
and

• The mature specimen trees that delineate field boundaries   
contribute to the character of the landscape and are a pleasing   
feature in views, and therefore the loss of such trees would be   
detrimental to the character of the area.  Conservation and   
planting of younger trees should be encouraged.   

Felsted Village Sign
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Character management principles
The character of the parish of Felsted results from the diverse but 
distinctive vernacular within linear and clustered settlements that are 
well screened from the surrounding landscape by mature field boundary 
vegetation. A series of 16 small, discrete settlements are spread across 
the area, many of which retain a characteristic triangular green at their 
centre. The historic character is sensitive to change, particularly to 
coalescence and densification. The decline of field boundary vegetation 
threatens the structure and pattern of the rural landscape and the setting 
of settlements. 
In order to address the issues highlighted above, principles for managing 
change should focus on sustaining, reinforcing or enhancing those 
aspects which contribute to the historic and rural character of the parish. 
The following general principles should be considered when defining 
policies with respect to heritage and character: 

• New development should respond to the local settlement pattern 
and scale and diversity of existing development;

• New agricultural buildings should be integrated into the landscape 
with boundary vegetation, including a good range of species to 
best build resilience to the threat of climate change and increase 
biosecurity;   

• The retention and reinstatement of triangular ‘greens’ at the centre of 
settlement should be integrated into development proposals; and

• Article 4 Directions, when applied to individual properties, can be 
an appropriate means to manage change by restricting permitted 
development rights to avoid changes which would erode local 
distinctiveness. Historic England have produced guidance on their 
use: https://historicengland.org.uk/advice/hpg/historic-environment/
article4directions/; 

Historic England has published ‘Good Practice Guide for Local Heritage 
Listing’ (HE, 2012), this should be used as a guide.
On the following pages specific management principles are set out in 
relation to each character area.  

Felsted Village Sign Flitch Way
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LCA 1.  Felsted Arable Farmland
• The design, scale and positioning of commercial signage should be 

sensitive to the rural character of the area;
• Development beyond the existing development edge should 

generally be avoided in order to sustain existing settlement patterns 
and identities; and

• Development proposals should demonstrate a high architectural 
quality to enhance the distinctive character and setting of the 
settlement within which the development is proposed.

LCA 2.  Felsted Village
• Ensure that the repair, restoration and conversion of buildings is 

carried out with due regard to the original design;
• Whilst the design of new development should consider the local 

vernacular, this should not preclude innovation or originality in design 
where it can be demonstrated that this would promote or reinforce 
local distinctiveness;

• Limit on street parking by requiring new commercial or institutional 
development to provide on-site parking for vehicles and bicycles;

• The scale of new development should reflect that of surrounding 
buildings. Buildings within the village should not normally exceed two 
storeys in height;

• New development should have regard to the colour, roofline and 
position of buildings in the immediate context;

• New residential development of two or more properties should 
include architectural variety to reflect the diversity of existing 
development; and

• The historic buildings which have been identified within this report 
as positively contributing to the character of the LCA should be 
considered in the production of any formally adopted list of non-
designated heritage assets. Historic England has published ‘Good 
Practice Guide for Local Heritage Listing’ (HE, 2012), this should be 
used as a guide.

LCA 3.  Felsted Rural Greens
• Resist piecemeal extension that threatens the nucleated  settlement 

pattern;
• Avoid development in the open countryside between settlements to 

present coalescence which would detract from the rural character of 
the LCA.

• Promote the re-planting of historic field boundaries;
• Retain the historic greens that form the centre of the settlements;
• Ensure that new development includes off street parking to  alleviate 

congestion; 
• New development should seek to conserve, and where possible  

enhance, the distinctive historic character and appearance of the 
LCA particularly inside or in close proximity to the Felsted  
Conservation Area;

• Sensitive contemporary design, which is responsive to historic 
materials, should be seen as preferable to low quality historically 
referenced designs which produce an unsympathetic pastiche of 
historic fabric;

• Greens may be considered appropriate to be designated as Local 
Green Space (LGS). The criteria for LGS designation are set out in 
paragraph 77 of the NPPF; and

• The Felsted Primary School should be considered in the  
production of any formally adopted list of non-designated heritage 
assets. 

Post Box on Stebbing Road Old School House Dwelling looking onto Bannister Green
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LCA 4.  Felsted Rural Hamlets
• Ensure that new buildings respond to and enhance the character 

and setting of existing buildings. They should follow the pattern 
and density of isolated dwellings, not exceeding a small hamlet and 
should be set back from the street within generous plots and houses 
should not exceed two storeys in height;

• Seek to retain a low density of development by allowing for generous 
plot sizes in new development;

• Seek opportunities to create new public open space at Cock Green 
to replace the green, which has been lost to development; and

• Avoid development in the open countryside between settlements to 
present coalescence which would detract from the rural character of 
the LCA.

LCA 5.  Southern River Valleys
• Preserve the undeveloped character of the area by restricting new 

development to existing settlements;
• Ensure that new buildings respond to and enhance the character 

and setting of existing buildings. They should follow the pattern 
and density of isolated dwellings, not exceeding a small hamlet and 
should be set back from the street within generous plots and houses 
should not exceed two storeys in height; and

• Encourage the use of deciduous species instead of evergreen to 
mark curtilage boundaries.

Future Initiatives 
In addition to policy protection, this assessment has identified projects or 
initiatives which could be financed through the Community Infrastructure 
Levy (CIL) and Section 106 (S106) contributions, or if the project is not 
eligible for these mechanisms, through other means of funding or delivery. 
CIL is a tool for local authorities to levy contributions from developers to 
help deliver infrastructure projects which benefit the local community – 
for more information, see http://planningguidance.communities.gov.uk/
blog/guidance/ community-infrastructure-levy/. 
Section 106 agreements are site-specific and put in place to make it 
possible to approve a planning application that might not otherwise 
be acceptable in planning terms – for example, the provision of new 
green space. It is recommended to seek advice from the Local Planning 
Authority on what types of project can be funded through CIL and S106.
Projects and initiatives identified as having the potential to be brought 
forward by CIL, S106 or other means include:

• Environmental colour assessment;
• Countryside management scheme; and 
• Public Right of Way improvements.

Dwelling looking onto Bannister Green Traditional wayfinding signage Mill Cottage, Mill Road Heritage style sign within historic core of Felsted
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• Viability of proposals
• Evidence Base and Policy Review
• Healthcheck prior to examination

Further information is available in the Neighbourhood Planning Grant 
Guidance Notes produced by Locality: http://mycommunity.org.uk/
resources/guidance-notes-neighbourhood-planning/ 

FELSTED - HERITAGE AND CHARACTER ASSESSMENT

Next steps and sources of further 
information and support
This study is intended to provide evidence to support the development 
of policies with respect to heritage and character for the Felsted 
Neighbourhood Plan. As such, it does not provide a comprehensive 
overview of contribution of individual buildings, streets or spaces to the 
character of the area. It should be considered alongside other evidence 
gathered through the plan making process, such as detailed policy 
reviews, consultation responses and site options assessments and the 
evidence base of the Uttlesford Local Plan.

Other work which would strengthen the evidence base and provide a 
basis for monitoring and managing future change includes:

• Detailed architectural study of buildings identified as being potential 
candidates for local listing to better understand their value and 
contribution to the history of the area;

• A green space needs assessment to determine whether the 
introduction of new green space is required and whether village 
greens should be protected by LGS designation to protect them from 
future development;

• Design codes for future development and management within the 
parish, building on the ‘Essex Design Code’;

• Detailed mapping of all trees within the study area, including the Tree 
Preservation Orders (TPOs).

A wealth of further information and support is available to assist the 
parish of Felsted in applying the principles set out in this assessment. The 
Locality website is a useful starting point and is updated regularly. Current 
guidance which may be of interest includes:

• Community Rights and Heritage, July 2016: http://mycommunity. org.
uk/resources/community-rights-and-heritage/ 

• Heritage in Neighbourhood Plans, July 2016: 
 http://mycommunity.org.uk/news/heritage-in-neighbourhood- plans/
• Design in Neighbourhood Planning, February 2016: 
 http:// mycommunity.org.uk/resources/design-in-neighbourhood- 

planning/

Further technical support is also available to priority neighbourhood 
planning groups and forums through Locality, funded by DCLG. The other 
packages of support currently available are:

• Housing Advice and Assessment
• Site options and assessment
• Urban Design and Masterplanning, including Design Codes
• Strategic Environmental Assessment (SEA)
• Habitats Regulations Assessment (HRA)

View east through Felsted Village
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ID ListEntry Name Grade ListDate NGR Easting Northing LCA
1 1112828.00000000000 CHELMER COTTAGE II 06/08/1984 TL 67582 21554 567582.00000000000 221554.36084000000 LCA 1
2 1168131.00000000000 VIRGINIA COTTAGE II 06/08/1984 TL 67604 21257 567604.00000000000 221257.36084000000 LCA 1
3 1168110.00000000000 SEWARDS FARM HOUSE II 06/08/1984 TL 67672 22278 567672.00000000000 222278.36084000000 LCA 1
4 1112825.00000000000 BARN 20 METRES SOUTH OF SEWARDS FARM HOUSE II 06/08/1984 TL 67689 22252 567689.00000000000 222252.36084000000 LCA 1
5 1168117.00000000000 SEWARDS HALL II 06/08/1984 TL 67692 22178 567692.00000000000 222178.36084000000 LCA 1
6 1112827.00000000000 BROOK FARM HOUSE BARN 10 METRES SOUTH WEST II 06/08/1984 TL 67725 21727 567725.00000000000 221727.36084000000 LCA 1
7 1168125.00000000000 BROOK FARM HOUSE II 06/08/1984 TL 67725 21729 567725.00000000000 221729.36084000000 LCA 1
8 1112842.00000000000 HORSTAGES BARN 15 METRES WEST OF HOUSE II 06/08/1984 TL 68110 22202 568110.00000000000 222202.36084000000 LCA 1
9 1147264.00000000000 HORSTAGES II 13/01/1981 TL 68144 22206 568144.00000000000 222206.36084000000 LCA 1

10 1112826.00000000000 PRINCES HALFYARDS II 06/08/1984 TL 68228 22020 568228.00000000000 222020.36084000000 LCA 1
11 1147267.00000000000 GREENFIELDS BARN 5 METRES SOUTH EAST OF HOUSE II 06/08/1984 TL 68269 22644 568269.00000000000 222644.36084000000 LCA 1
12 1322271.00000000000 GREENFIELDS II 06/08/1984 TL 68278 22661 568278.00000000000 222661.36084000000 LCA 1
13 1112895.00000000000 FELMOOR FARMHOUSE PUMP TO WEST OF HOUSE II 06/08/1984 TL 68876 21540 568876.00000000000 221540.36084000000 LCA 1
14 1146724.00000000000 FELMOOR FARMHOUSE II 06/08/1984 TL 68879 21533 568879.00000000000 221533.36084000000 LCA 1
15 1112843.00000000000 STRAITS FARMHOUSE II 06/08/1984 TL 69103 22649 569103.00000000000 222649.36084000000 LCA 1
16 1147270.00000000000 STRAITS FARM PUMP 5 METRES NORTH EAST OF FARMHOUSE II 06/08/1984 TL 69132 22680 569132.00000000000 222680.36084000000 LCA 1
17 1112849.00000000000 GATEHOUSE FARMHOUSE I 20/10/1977 TL 69442 22577 569442.00000000000 222577.36084000000 LCA 1
18 1147326.00000000000 GATEHOUSE FARM, BARN AND OUTBUILDING 10 METRES EAST OF HOUSE II 06/08/1984 TL 69459 22562 569459.00000000000 222562.36084000000 LCA 1
19 1112850.00000000000 BROOK COTTAGE II 06/08/1984 TL 69462 22278 569462.00000000000 222278.36084000000 LCA 1
20 1147324.00000000000 SPARLINGS FARM HOUSE II 06/08/1984 TL 69548 22683 569548.00000000000 222683.36084000000 LCA 1
21 1147331.00000000000 GREAT GREENFIELDS II 06/08/1984 TL 69549 21983 569549.00000000000 221983.36084000000 LCA 1
22 1112848.00000000000 SPARLINGS FARM PUMP 5 METRES NORTH OF HOUSE II 06/08/1984 TL 69559 22689 569559.00000000000 222689.36084000000 LCA 1
23 1112851.00000000000 POPLARS II 06/08/1984 TL 69612 21850 569612.00000000000 221850.36084000000 LCA 1
24 1112844.00000000000 GRAUNT COURTS II 07/02/1952 TL 70631 22085 570631.00000000000 222085.36084000000 LCA 1
25 1147272.00000000000 ROOKS II 06/08/1984 TL 71828 21919 571828.00000000000 221919.36084000000 LCA 1
26 1147278.00000000000 DRAPERS FARM OUTBUILDING 15 METRES SOUTH WEST OF FARM II 06/08/1984 TL 71837 21731 571837.00000000000 221731.36084000000 LCA 1
27 1322272.00000000000 DRAPERS FARM HOUSE II 06/08/1984 TL 71845 21743 571845.00000000000 221743.36084000000 LCA 1
28 1322265.00000000000 MOUNTGATE II 20/02/1967 TL 71997 20533 571997.08600000000 220533.61984000000 LCA 1
29 1168196.00000000000 MILCH HILL HOUSE II 06/08/1984 TL 72005 20310 572005.00000000000 220310.36084000000 LCA 1
30 1112834.00000000000 MILCH MILL COTTAGE II 06/08/1984 TL 72173 20272 572173.00000000000 220272.36084000000 LCA 1
31 1168191.00000000000 BLACKLEYS II 06/08/1984 TL 72190 20558 572190.29600000000 220558.36584000000 LCA 1

Listed Buildings in LCA 1
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ID ListEntry Name Grade ListDate NGR Easting Northing LCA
1 1112817.00000000000 FELSTED MILL II 12/01/1976 TL 67103 19620 567103.00000000000 219620.36084000000 LCA 2
2 1308516.00000000000 MILL COTTAGE II 16/01/1979 TL 67127 19689 567127.00000000000 219689.36084000000 LCA 2
3 1112819.00000000000 MILL HOUSE OUTBUILDING 20 METRES TO NORTH WEST OF HOUSE II 06/08/1984 TL 67135 19651 567135.00000000000 219651.36084000000 LCA 2
4 1322298.00000000000 MILL HOUSE II 20/02/1967 TL 67144 19616 567144.00000000000 219616.36084000000 LCA 2
5 1112818.00000000000 MILL HOUSE BARN 20 METRES NORTH EAST OF HOUSE II 06/08/1984 TL 67160 19646 567160.00000000000 219646.36084000000 LCA 2
6 1322264.00000000000 ABBOTTS II 06/08/1984 TL 67452 20317 567452.00000000000 220317.36084000000 LCA 2
7 1307166.00000000000 MANOR HOUSE II 06/08/1984 TL 67535 20324 567535.00000000000 220324.36084000000 LCA 2
8 1112824.00000000000 THE COTTAGE II 06/08/1984 TL 67569 20329 567569.00000000000 220329.36084000000 LCA 2
9 1146932.00000000000 FELSTED BURY II 06/08/1984 TL 67577 20516 567577.00000000000 220516.36084000000 LCA 2

10 1112865.00000000000 BURY FARM BARN 50 METRES TO NORTH WEST II* 22/05/1978 TL 67577 20519 567577.00000000000 220519.36084000000 LCA 2
11 1322263.00000000000 7, STATION ROAD II 06/08/1984 TL 67589 20328 567589.00000000000 220328.36084000000 LCA 2
12 1322244.00000000000 MALVERN COTTAGE II 06/08/1984 TL 67613 20385 567613.00000000000 220385.36084000000 LCA 2
13 1112888.00000000000 LINDSELL HOUSE WALL TO WEST OF HOUSE AND RETURNING TO BURY CHASE 

APPROXIMATELY 50 METRES IN LENGTH
II 06/08/1984 TL 67625 20355 567625.00000000000 220355.36084000000 LCA 2

14 1146944.00000000000 BURY FARM BARN 20 METRES TO NORTH II 06/08/1984 TL 67631 20522 567631.00000000000 220522.36084000000 LCA 2
15 1168098.00000000000 ARGYLE HOUSE II 20/02/1967 TL 67633 20328 567633.00000000000 220328.36084000000 LCA 2
16 1146613.00000000000 LINSELL HOUSE

POST OFFICE
II 06/08/1984 TL 67636 20362 567636.00000000000 220362.36084000000 LCA 2

17 1308754.00000000000 GROUP OF 4 TOMBSTONES NEAR NORTH AISLE OF CHURCH OF THE HOLY 
CROSS, TO HENRY BIGG 1687; WIGNALL BIGG 1679; EB 1676; JOHN BIGG 1664

II 06/08/1984 TL 67649 20400 567649.00000000000 220400.36084000000 LCA 2

18 1112864.00000000000 CHURCH OF THE HOLY CROSS I 20/02/1967 TL 67653 20387 567653.00000000000 220387.36084000000 LCA 2
19 1146621.00000000000 OLD SCHOOL ROOM AND LYCH GATE AND BUILDING TO WEST I 07/02/1952 TL 67654 20362 567654.00000000000 220362.36084000000 LCA 2
20 1112866.00000000000 BURY COTTAGE II 06/08/1984 TL 67668 20518 567668.00000000000 220518.36084000000 LCA 2
21 1147158.00000000000 ENVILLES

ENVILLES COTTAGE
II 20/02/1967 TL 67676 20317 567676.00000000000 220317.36084000000 LCA 2

22 1322247.00000000000 RUSSETTS II 06/08/1984 TL 67681 20269 567681.00000000000 220269.36084000000 LCA 2
23 1112875.00000000000 CERRIG

WILLINGTONS
II 20/02/1967 TL 67683 20311 567683.00000000000 220311.36084000000 LCA 2

24 1322255.00000000000 OLD SCHOOL MASTERS HOUSE ADJACENT OLD SCHOOL TO THE EAST II* 07/02/1952 TL 67683 20367 567683.00000000000 220367.36084000000 LCA 2
25 1308644.00000000000 BOOTE HOUSE II* 07/02/1952 TL 67686 20351 567685.52600000000 220351.00584000000 LCA 2
26 1308628.00000000000 BLANDFORD HOUSE II 20/02/1967 TL 67686 20296 567686.00000000000 220296.36084000000 LCA 2
27 1308653.00000000000 PUMP TO WEST OF BOOTE HOUSE FRONTING ROAD II 06/08/1984 TL 67687 20330 567687.00000000000 220330.36084000000 LCA 2
28 1322325.00000000000 K6 TELEPHONE KIOSK II 16/02/1988 TL 67688 20329 567688.00000000000 220329.36084000000 LCA 2
29 1112870.00000000000 HOUSE AJOINING AND NOW INTEGRAL WITH BOOTE HOUSE II* 07/02/1952 TL 67690 20340 567690.30600000000 220340.48884000000 LCA 2
30 1112876.00000000000 REDES

THE COLONY
II 20/02/1967 TL 67692 20283 567692.00000000000 220283.36084000000 LCA 2

31 1112871.00000000000 FOUR CORNERS II 20/02/1967 TL 67698 20320 567698.00000000000 220320.36084000000 LCA 2
32 1112877.00000000000 COBBLESTONES

THE SADDLERS
II 20/02/1967 TL 67704 20251 567704.00000000000 220251.36084000000 LCA 2

33 1147182.00000000000 EASTER COTTAGE II 20/02/1967 TL 67704 20260 567704.00000000000 220260.36084000000 LCA 2
34 1112872.00000000000 OLD POST HOUSE II 20/02/1967 TL 67704 20303 567704.00000000000 220303.36084000000 LCA 2
35 1112896.00000000000 ANDREWS HOUSE II 20/02/1967 TL 67707 20343 567707.00000000000 220343.36084000000 LCA 2
36 1308656.00000000000 TREWOLLA II 20/02/1967 TL 67709 20296 567709.00000000000 220296.36084000000 LCA 2
37 1112873.00000000000 TAYLORS II 20/02/1967 TL 67718 20286 567718.00000000000 220286.36084000000 LCA 2
38 1146747.00000000000 ADJOINING TREDEG TO WEST OUTBUILDING NOW A GARAGE II 06/08/1984 TL 67731 20357 567731.00000000000 220357.36084000000 LCA 2

Listed Buildings in LCA 2



FELSTED - HERITAGE AND CHARACTER ASSESSMENT

39 1112897.00000000000 TREDEG II 06/08/1984 TL 67739 20365 567739.00000000000 220365.36084000000 LCA 2
40 1308834.00000000000 RUMBLES COTTAGE II 06/08/1984 TL 67751 20371 567751.00000000000 220371.36084000000 LCA 2
41 1308661.00000000000 FELSTED PLACE II 07/02/1952 TL 67764 20216 567763.67500000000 220216.46484000000 LCA 2
42 1112898.00000000000 THE RUMBLES II 20/02/1967 TL 67768 20374 567768.00000000000 220374.36084000000 LCA 2
43 1146667.00000000000 INGRAMS CLOSE II* 20/02/1967 TL 67775 20417 567775.00000000000 220417.36084000000 LCA 2
44 1112874.00000000000 FELSTED PLACE, OUTBUILDING POSSIBLY GRANARY 5 METRES TO EAST OF 

HOUSE
II 06/08/1984 TL 67782 20217 567782.09400000000 220217.34784000000 LCA 2

45 1146756.00000000000 LAWSELLS
ROSE COTTAGE

II 06/08/1984 TL 67809 20381 567809.00000000000 220381.36084000000 LCA 2

46 1322256.00000000000 UNITED REFORMED CHAPEL II 06/08/1984 TL 67830 20439 567830.00000000000 220439.36084000000 LCA 2
47 1146669.00000000000 FELSTED SCHOOL HEADMASTER'S HOUSE II 06/08/1984 TL 67858 20572 567858.00000000000 220572.36084000000 LCA 2
48 1308878.00000000000 FELSTED ALMHOUSES ENCLOSING WALL APPROXIMATELY 60 METRES IN 

LENGTH
II 06/08/1984 TL 67875 20434 567875.00000000000 220434.36084000000 LCA 2

49 1112889.00000000000 FELSTED SCHOOL II 06/08/1984 TL 67908 20608 567908.00000000000 220608.36084000000 LCA 2
50 1322257.00000000000 ROSSLYN HOUSE II 06/08/1984 TL 67918 20446 567918.00000000000 220446.36084000000 LCA 2
51 1112891.00000000000 THE PAVILION II* 06/08/1984 TL 67958 20478 567958.00000000000 220478.36084000000 LCA 2
52 1308843.00000000000 ELWYN HOUSE II 06/08/1984 TL 68005 20481 568005.00000000000 220481.36084000000 LCA 2
53 1112899.00000000000 THE FOLLY RAILINGS AND GATE TO NORTH APPROXIMATELY 20 METRES LONG II 06/08/1984 TL 68012 20443 568012.00000000000 220443.36084000000 LCA 2

54 1322258.00000000000 THE FOLLY II 07/02/1952 TL 68016 20430 568016.00000000000 220430.36084000000 LCA 2
55 1112890.00000000000 FELSTED ALMSHOUSES II 06/08/1984 TL 68072 20437 568072.00000000000 220437.36084000000 LCA 2
56 1112847.00000000000 LT GARNETTS

NUNTYS
II 06/08/1984 TL 68098 20887 568098.00000000000 220887.36084000000 LCA 2

57 1322246.00000000000 FARNOLD CROFT II 06/08/1984 TL 68208 19985 568208.00000000000 219985.36084000000 LCA 2
58 1146698.00000000000 GARNETTS II 07/02/1952 TL 68265 20548 568265.00000000000 220548.36084000000 LCA 2
59 1146769.00000000000 TUDOR COTTAGE II 20/02/1967 TL 68267 20500 568267.00000000000 220500.36084000000 LCA 2
60 1322259.00000000000 GARNETTS COTTAGE

STUBBINGS
II 20/02/1967 TL 68280 20499 568280.00000000000 220499.36084000000 LCA 2

ID ListEntry Name Grade ListDate NGR Easting Northing LCA
1 1112817.00000000000 FELSTED MILL II 12/01/1976 TL 67103 19620 567103.00000000000 219620.36084000000 LCA 2
2 1308516.00000000000 MILL COTTAGE II 16/01/1979 TL 67127 19689 567127.00000000000 219689.36084000000 LCA 2
3 1112819.00000000000 MILL HOUSE OUTBUILDING 20 METRES TO NORTH WEST OF HOUSE II 06/08/1984 TL 67135 19651 567135.00000000000 219651.36084000000 LCA 2
4 1322298.00000000000 MILL HOUSE II 20/02/1967 TL 67144 19616 567144.00000000000 219616.36084000000 LCA 2
5 1112818.00000000000 MILL HOUSE BARN 20 METRES NORTH EAST OF HOUSE II 06/08/1984 TL 67160 19646 567160.00000000000 219646.36084000000 LCA 2
6 1322264.00000000000 ABBOTTS II 06/08/1984 TL 67452 20317 567452.00000000000 220317.36084000000 LCA 2
7 1307166.00000000000 MANOR HOUSE II 06/08/1984 TL 67535 20324 567535.00000000000 220324.36084000000 LCA 2
8 1112824.00000000000 THE COTTAGE II 06/08/1984 TL 67569 20329 567569.00000000000 220329.36084000000 LCA 2
9 1146932.00000000000 FELSTED BURY II 06/08/1984 TL 67577 20516 567577.00000000000 220516.36084000000 LCA 2

10 1112865.00000000000 BURY FARM BARN 50 METRES TO NORTH WEST II* 22/05/1978 TL 67577 20519 567577.00000000000 220519.36084000000 LCA 2
11 1322263.00000000000 7, STATION ROAD II 06/08/1984 TL 67589 20328 567589.00000000000 220328.36084000000 LCA 2
12 1322244.00000000000 MALVERN COTTAGE II 06/08/1984 TL 67613 20385 567613.00000000000 220385.36084000000 LCA 2
13 1112888.00000000000 LINDSELL HOUSE WALL TO WEST OF HOUSE AND RETURNING TO BURY CHASE 

APPROXIMATELY 50 METRES IN LENGTH
II 06/08/1984 TL 67625 20355 567625.00000000000 220355.36084000000 LCA 2

14 1146944.00000000000 BURY FARM BARN 20 METRES TO NORTH II 06/08/1984 TL 67631 20522 567631.00000000000 220522.36084000000 LCA 2
15 1168098.00000000000 ARGYLE HOUSE II 20/02/1967 TL 67633 20328 567633.00000000000 220328.36084000000 LCA 2
16 1146613.00000000000 LINSELL HOUSE

POST OFFICE
II 06/08/1984 TL 67636 20362 567636.00000000000 220362.36084000000 LCA 2

17 1308754.00000000000 GROUP OF 4 TOMBSTONES NEAR NORTH AISLE OF CHURCH OF THE HOLY 
CROSS, TO HENRY BIGG 1687; WIGNALL BIGG 1679; EB 1676; JOHN BIGG 1664

II 06/08/1984 TL 67649 20400 567649.00000000000 220400.36084000000 LCA 2

18 1112864.00000000000 CHURCH OF THE HOLY CROSS I 20/02/1967 TL 67653 20387 567653.00000000000 220387.36084000000 LCA 2
19 1146621.00000000000 OLD SCHOOL ROOM AND LYCH GATE AND BUILDING TO WEST I 07/02/1952 TL 67654 20362 567654.00000000000 220362.36084000000 LCA 2
20 1112866.00000000000 BURY COTTAGE II 06/08/1984 TL 67668 20518 567668.00000000000 220518.36084000000 LCA 2
21 1147158.00000000000 ENVILLES

ENVILLES COTTAGE
II 20/02/1967 TL 67676 20317 567676.00000000000 220317.36084000000 LCA 2

22 1322247.00000000000 RUSSETTS II 06/08/1984 TL 67681 20269 567681.00000000000 220269.36084000000 LCA 2
23 1112875.00000000000 CERRIG

WILLINGTONS
II 20/02/1967 TL 67683 20311 567683.00000000000 220311.36084000000 LCA 2

24 1322255.00000000000 OLD SCHOOL MASTERS HOUSE ADJACENT OLD SCHOOL TO THE EAST II* 07/02/1952 TL 67683 20367 567683.00000000000 220367.36084000000 LCA 2
25 1308644.00000000000 BOOTE HOUSE II* 07/02/1952 TL 67686 20351 567685.52600000000 220351.00584000000 LCA 2
26 1308628.00000000000 BLANDFORD HOUSE II 20/02/1967 TL 67686 20296 567686.00000000000 220296.36084000000 LCA 2
27 1308653.00000000000 PUMP TO WEST OF BOOTE HOUSE FRONTING ROAD II 06/08/1984 TL 67687 20330 567687.00000000000 220330.36084000000 LCA 2
28 1322325.00000000000 K6 TELEPHONE KIOSK II 16/02/1988 TL 67688 20329 567688.00000000000 220329.36084000000 LCA 2
29 1112870.00000000000 HOUSE AJOINING AND NOW INTEGRAL WITH BOOTE HOUSE II* 07/02/1952 TL 67690 20340 567690.30600000000 220340.48884000000 LCA 2
30 1112876.00000000000 REDES

THE COLONY
II 20/02/1967 TL 67692 20283 567692.00000000000 220283.36084000000 LCA 2

31 1112871.00000000000 FOUR CORNERS II 20/02/1967 TL 67698 20320 567698.00000000000 220320.36084000000 LCA 2
32 1112877.00000000000 COBBLESTONES

THE SADDLERS
II 20/02/1967 TL 67704 20251 567704.00000000000 220251.36084000000 LCA 2

33 1147182.00000000000 EASTER COTTAGE II 20/02/1967 TL 67704 20260 567704.00000000000 220260.36084000000 LCA 2
34 1112872.00000000000 OLD POST HOUSE II 20/02/1967 TL 67704 20303 567704.00000000000 220303.36084000000 LCA 2
35 1112896.00000000000 ANDREWS HOUSE II 20/02/1967 TL 67707 20343 567707.00000000000 220343.36084000000 LCA 2
36 1308656.00000000000 TREWOLLA II 20/02/1967 TL 67709 20296 567709.00000000000 220296.36084000000 LCA 2
37 1112873.00000000000 TAYLORS II 20/02/1967 TL 67718 20286 567718.00000000000 220286.36084000000 LCA 2
38 1146747.00000000000 ADJOINING TREDEG TO WEST OUTBUILDING NOW A GARAGE II 06/08/1984 TL 67731 20357 567731.00000000000 220357.36084000000 LCA 2

Listed Buildings in LCA 2



ID ListEntry Name Grade ListDate NGR Easting Northing LCA
1 1146801.00000000000 BUCKCROFT II 06/08/1984 TL 68567 20730 568567.00000000000 220730.36084000000 LCA 3
2 1112892.00000000000 CHAFFIX II 07/02/1952 TL 68575 20808 568575.00000000000 220808.36084000000 LCA 3
3 1146711.00000000000 OUTBUILDING 5 METRES TO NORTH EAST OF CHAFFIX AND THE GRANARY II 06/08/1984 TL 68590 20832 568590.00000000000 220832.36084000000 LCA 3
4 1112893.00000000000 THE GRANARY TO EAST OF CHAFFIX II 06/08/1984 TL 68599 20813 568599.00000000000 220813.36084000000 LCA 3
5 1308853.00000000000 CHAFFIX BARN 20 METRES TO EAST OF HOUSE II 20/02/1967 TL 68604 20824 568604.00000000000 220824.36084000000 LCA 3
6 1112894.00000000000 THE WATCH HOUSE II 07/02/1952 TL 69085 21119 569085.00000000000 221119.36084000000 LCA 3
7 1146732.00000000000 WEAVERS II 06/08/1984 TL 69106 21578 569106.00000000000 221578.36084000000 LCA 3
8 1112860.00000000000 OXNEYS FARMHOUSE II 07/02/1952 TL 69344 20624 569344.00000000000 220624.36084000000 LCA 3
9 1322277.00000000000 HOUSE AND THE STORES II 20/02/1967 TL 69393 20719 569393.00000000000 220719.36084000000 LCA 3

10 1112900.00000000000 SILVER LEYS COTTAGE II 06/08/1984 TL 69402 20809 569402.00000000000 220809.36084000000 LCA 3
11 1112858.00000000000 WATCH HOUSE COTTAGE II 06/08/1984 TL 69445 20834 569445.00000000000 220834.36084000000 LCA 3
12 1112859.00000000000 WITNEYS II 06/08/1984 TL 69509 20709 569509.00000000000 220709.36084000000 LCA 3
13 1322278.00000000000 THE THREE HORSESHOES II 30/06/1983 TL 69537 20577 569537.00000000000 220577.36084000000 LCA 3
14 1112862.00000000000 CRESSAGES II 06/08/1984 TL 69540 20846 569540.00000000000 220846.36084000000 LCA 3
15 1322280.00000000000 QUAKER MOUNT II 06/08/1984 TL 69546 20396 569546.00000000000 220396.36084000000 LCA 3
16 1112863.00000000000 QUAKER MOUNT PUMP 20 METRES TO SOUTH II 06/08/1984 TL 69553 20368 569553.00000000000 220368.36084000000 LCA 3
17 1112861.00000000000 YEWTREE COTTAGE II 24/10/1979 TL 69624 20830 569624.00000000000 220830.36084000000 LCA 3
18 1322279.00000000000 STEVENS FARM BARN II 21/08/1978 TL 69776 20851 569776.00000000000 220851.36084000000 LCA 3
19 1322274.00000000000 TESSMORLANDS II 06/08/1984 TL 70562 20910 570562.00000000000 220910.36084000000 LCA 3
20 1147290.00000000000 FRENCHES FARM BARN 40 METRES NORTH WEST OF HOUSE II 06/08/1984 TL 70636 20947 570636.00000000000 220947.36084000000 LCA 3
21 1322273.00000000000 FRENCHES FARMHOUSE II 06/08/1984 TL 70640 20884 570640.00000000000 220884.36084000000 LCA 3
22 1262794.00000000000 FRENCHES FARM BARN 10 METRES SOUTH OF FARMHOUSE II 06/08/1984 TL 70648 20889 570648.00000000000 220889.36084000000 LCA 3
23 1112846.00000000000 FRENCHES FARM PUMP TO EAST OF HOUSE II 06/08/1984 TL 70653 20914 570653.00000000000 220914.36084000000 LCA 3
24 1147287.00000000000 FRENCHES FARM BREWHOUSE 5 METRES NORTH EAST OF HOUSE II 06/08/1984 TL 70655 20919 570655.00000000000 220919.36084000000 LCA 3
25 1112845.00000000000 THORPS II 06/08/1984 TL 70695 20822 570695.00000000000 220822.36084000000 LCA 3
26 1147321.00000000000 SLOUGH HOUSE II 06/08/1984 TL 70726 20806 570726.00000000000 220806.36084000000 LCA 3
27 1112822.00000000000 PYES BRIDGE FARMHOUSE BARN 10 METRES WEST OF HOUSE II 06/08/1984 TL 71124 20528 571124.00000000000 220528.36084000000 LCA 3
28 1307160.00000000000 PYES BRIDGE FARMHOUSE II 10/04/1981 TL 71153 20529 571152.92900000000 220529.06784000000 LCA 3
29 1168094.00000000000 PYES BRIDGE HOUSE II 06/08/1984 TL 71311 20617 571310.81800000000 220617.43184000000 LCA 3
30 1322300.00000000000 HATLEYS II 06/08/1984 TL 71328 20227 571328.00000000000 220227.36084000000 LCA 3
31 1112823.00000000000 TAVERNERS II 06/08/1984 TL 71466 20550 571466.00000000000 220550.36084000000 LCA 3
32 1322262.00000000000 SACKFORD II 06/08/1984 TL 71570 20133 571570.00000000000 220133.36084000000 LCA 3
33 1307101.00000000000 LOWER RAYS FARMHOUSE II 21/06/1979 TL 71925 19806 571925.00000000000 219806.36084000000 LCA 3
34 1322286.00000000000 RAMBLER COTTAGE II 06/08/1984 TL 72096 19467 572096.00000000000 219467.36084000000 LCA 3
35 1112703.00000000000 BARN 10 METRES TO THE SOUTH WEST OF WILLOWS FARMHOUSE II 02/05/1985 TL 72099 19845 572099.00000000000 219845.36084000000 LCA 3
36 1322285.00000000000 WILLOWS FARMHOUSE II 20/02/1967 TL 72110 19842 572110.00000000000 219842.36084000000 LCA 3
37 1112793.00000000000 CROMWELLS II 06/08/1984 TL 72119 19431 572119.00000000000 219431.36084000000 LCA 3
38 1112792.00000000000 OAK COTTAGE II 06/08/1984 TL 72128 19531 572128.00000000000 219531.36084000000 LCA 3
39 1112794.00000000000 PEECHES FARMHOUSE II 06/08/1984 TL 72194 19320 572194.00000000000 219320.36084000000 LCA 3

Listed Buildings in LCA 3

FELSTED - HERITAGE AND CHARACTER ASSESSMENT



ID ListEntry Name Grade ListDate NGR Easting Northing LCA
1 1112867.00000000000 GLANDFIELDS FARM PUMP ABUTTING WEST WALL OF FARMHOUSE II 06/08/1984 TL 68124 19095 568124.00000000000 219095.36084000000 LCA 4
2 1146991.00000000000 GLANDFIELDS FARMHOUSE II 20/02/1967 TL 68133 19104 568133.00000000000 219104.36084000000 LCA 4
3 1146961.00000000000 CAUSEWAY HOUSE II 06/08/1984 TL 68141 19506 568141.00000000000 219506.36084000000 LCA 4
4 1147045.00000000000 BRICK COTTAGE II 06/08/1984 TL 68169 19610 568169.00000000000 219610.36084000000 LCA 4
5 1147020.00000000000 MILLBANKS II 20/02/1967 TL 68175 19034 568175.00000000000 219034.36084000000 LCA 4
6 1112869.00000000000 LITTLE OAKS II 06/08/1984 TL 68184 19643 568184.00000000000 219643.36084000000 LCA 4
7 1322245.00000000000 KERRYS II 06/08/1984 TL 68191 19444 568191.00000000000 219444.36084000000 LCA 4
8 1147052.00000000000 JOLLYBOYS II 06/08/1984 TL 68312 19920 568312.00000000000 219920.36084000000 LCA 4
9 1112868.00000000000 BLACKHORSE COTTAGE II 06/08/1984 TL 68353 18763 568353.00000000000 218763.36084000000 LCA 4

10 1308611.00000000000 POTASH FARM BARN 5 METRES TO NORTH WEST OF HOUSE II 06/08/1984 TL 68592 19716 568592.00000000000 219716.36084000000 LCA 4
11 1322248.00000000000 POTASH FARMHOUSE II 06/08/1984 TL 68600 19699 568600.28000000000 219699.11384000000 LCA 4
12 1147198.00000000000 WALNUT TREE COTTAGE II 06/08/1984 TL 68640 19599 568640.00000000000 219599.36084000000 LCA 4
13 1112878.00000000000 BEACONS II 06/08/1984 TL 68740 19639 568740.00000000000 219639.36084000000 LCA 4
14 1147208.00000000000 POTASH FARMHOUSE II 24/10/1979 TL 68961 19552 568960.87000000000 219552.78284000000 LCA 4
15 1112879.00000000000 BROOK COTTAGES II 06/08/1984 TL 69028 19490 569028.00000000000 219490.36084000000 LCA 4
16 1322266.00000000000 POND PARK FARMHOUSE II 20/02/1967 TL 69359 19505 569359.00000000000 219505.36084000000 LCA 4
17 1112837.00000000000 BREADLANDS II 06/08/1984 TL 69375 19613 569375.00000000000 219613.36084000000 LCA 4
18 1262793.00000000000 POND PARK FARM CARTSHED 60 METRES WEST OF HOUSE II 06/08/1984 TL 69391 19473 569391.00000000000 219473.36084000000 LCA 4
19 1322267.00000000000 ROBINS CROFT II 06/08/1984 TL 69402 19662 569402.00000000000 219662.36084000000 LCA 4
20 1112836.00000000000 POND PARK FARM BARN 40 METRES NORTH WEST OF HOUSE II 20/02/1973 TL 69412 19498 569412.00000000000 219498.36084000000 LCA 4
21 1112839.00000000000 MILL COTTAGE II 06/08/1984 TL 69572 19978 569572.00000000000 219978.36084000000 LCA 4
22 1322243.00000000000 HYFIELD II 06/08/1984 TL 69616 20325 569616.00000000000 220325.36084000000 LCA 4
23 1322270.00000000000 LADDERWAYS II 06/08/1984 TL 69644 20065 569644.00000000000 220065.36084000000 LCA 4
24 1322268.00000000000 MILL HOUSE II 06/08/1984 TL 69645 19887 569645.00000000000 219887.36084000000 LCA 4
25 1322269.00000000000 CLEVELANDS BARN 15 METRES TO NORTH WEST OF HOUSE II 06/08/1984 TL 69649 20048 569649.00000000000 220048.36084000000 LCA 4
26 1112841.00000000000 CLEVELANDS II 06/08/1984 TL 69662 20027 569662.00000000000 220027.36084000000 LCA 4
27 1112840.00000000000 CLEVELANDS OUTBUILDING 15 METRES NORTH OF HOUSE II 06/08/1984 TL 69665 20050 569665.00000000000 220050.36084000000 LCA 4
28 1112838.00000000000 THE MILL II 06/08/1984 TL 69676 19853 569676.00000000000 219853.36084000000 LCA 4
29 1112832.00000000000 CROMWELLS

LITTLEFIELDS
II 06/08/1984 TL 70072 19702 570072.00000000000 219702.36084000000 LCA 4

30 1322299.00000000000 HELPESTON MANOR, OUTBUILDING 5 METRES NORTH WEST OF HOUSE II 06/08/1984 TL 70728 20167 570728.00000000000 220167.36084000000 LCA 4
31 1147926.00000000000 PYES FARM COTTAGE BARN 30 METRES NORTH WEST OF PYES FARM COTTAGE II 06/08/1984 TL 71143 20368 571143.00000000000 220368.36084000000 LCA 4

32 1112820.00000000000 PYES FARM COTTAGE II 06/08/1984 TL 71166 20340 571166.00000000000 220340.36084000000 LCA 4

Listed Buildings in LCA 4

FELSTED - HERITAGE AND CHARACTER ASSESSMENT



ID ListEntry Name Grade ListDate NGR Easting Northing LCA
1 1308568.00000000000 CAMSIX FARMHOUSE II 06/08/1984 TL 68267 17743 568267.00000000000 217743.36084000000 LCA 5
2 1112852.00000000000 CAMSIX FARM GRANARY 5 METRES NORTH EAST OF FARMHOUSE II 06/08/1984 TL 68281 17761 568281.00000000000 217761.36084000000 LCA 5
3 1308571.00000000000 CAMSIX FARM BARN 45 METRES SOUTH EAST OF HOUSE II 06/08/1984 TL 68314 17701 568314.00000000000 217701.36084000000 LCA 5
4 1112855.00000000000 HARTFORD END MILL II* 06/08/1984 TL 68540 17322 568540.00000000000 217322.36084000000 LCA 5
5 1147352.00000000000 HARTFORD END MILL HOUSE II 06/08/1984 TL 68542 17336 568542.00000000000 217336.36084000000 LCA 5
6 1112854.00000000000 KEEPERS COTTAGE II 06/08/1984 TL 68749 17688 568749.00000000000 217688.36084000000 LCA 5
7 1112853.00000000000 PUMP, 25 METRES EAST OF GRANSMORE II 06/08/1984 TL 68763 17744 568763.00000000000 217744.36084000000 LCA 5
8 1308579.00000000000 THATCHED COTTAGE II 06/08/1984 TL 69230 18572 569230.00000000000 218572.36084000000 LCA 5
9 1322296.00000000000 LEEZ PRIORY GARDEN WALL I 20/02/1967 TL 70030 18494 570030.00000000000 218494.36084000000 LCA 5

10 1322297.00000000000 LEEZ PRIORY WATER TOWER 5 METRES NORTH WEST OF FISHERMAN'S HOUSE II 06/08/1984 TL 70034 18605 570034.00000000000 218605.36084000000 LCA 5

11 1112816.00000000000 LEEZ PRIORY FISHERMAN'S HUT II* 20/02/1967 TL 70040 18593 570040.00000000000 218593.36084000000 LCA 5
12 1122138.00000000000 THE INNER GATEHOUSE AT LEEZ PRIORY I 19/06/1975 TL 70067 18548 570067.00000000000 218548.36084000000 LCA 5
13 1112831.00000000000 BRIDGEHOUSE FARMHOUSE OUTBUILDING 5 METRES WEST OF HOUSE II 06/08/1984 TL 70252 19573 570252.00000000000 219573.36084000000 LCA 5
14 1168154.00000000000 BRIDGEHOUSE FARMHOUSE, BYRE, 30 METRES, NORTH WEST OF HOUSE II 06/08/1984 TL 70253 19606 570253.00000000000 219606.36084000000 LCA 5
15 1112830.00000000000 BRIDGE HOUSE FARM BARN 20 METRES NORTH WEST OF HOUSE II 06/08/1984 TL 70261 19598 570261.00000000000 219598.36084000000 LCA 5
16 1307143.00000000000 BRIDGE HOUSE FARMHOUSE II 07/02/1952 TL 70280 19574 570280.00000000000 219574.36084000000 LCA 5
17 1168176.00000000000 THISTLEY GREEN COTTAGE II 06/08/1984 TL 70445 19377 570445.00000000000 219377.36084000000 LCA 5
18 1112829.00000000000 LEIGHS LODGE COTTAGES II 06/08/1984 TL 70497 19198 570497.00000000000 219198.36084000000 LCA 5
19 1308583.00000000000 LEIGHS LODGE BARN 40 METRES WEST OF HOUSE II 07/02/1952 TL 70576 19136 570576.00000000000 219136.36084000000 LCA 5
20 1322276.00000000000 LEIGHS LODGE OUTBUILDING 20 METRES NORTH WEST OF HOUSE II 07/02/1952 TL 70587 19167 570587.00000000000 219167.36084000000 LCA 5
21 1112857.00000000000 LEIGHS LODGE BYRE 30 METRES SOUTH WEST OF HOUSE II 07/02/1952 TL 70595 19130 570595.00000000000 219130.36084000000 LCA 5
22 1112856.00000000000 LEIGHS LODGE II 07/02/1952 TL 70630 19155 570630.00000000000 219155.36084000000 LCA 5
23 1112833.00000000000 HOLE FARMHOUSE II 06/08/1984 TL 70705 19566 570705.00000000000 219566.36084000000 LCA 5
24 1147923.00000000000 TYLERS II 06/08/1984 TL 71065 20074 571065.00000000000 220074.36084000000 LCA 5
25 1112821.00000000000 PEAR TREE FARMHOUSE II 06/08/1984 TL 71263 20064 571263.00000000000 220064.36084000000 LCA 5
26 1112835.00000000000 BARN 25 METRES WEST OF HOWLETTS II 06/08/1984 TL 71392 19355 571392.00000000000 219355.36084000000 LCA 5
27 1262795.00000000000 BARN 25 METRES SOUTH WEST HOWLETTS II 06/08/1984 TL 71404 19351 571404.00000000000 219351.36084000000 LCA 5
28 1147929.00000000000 TERLEYS II 06/08/1984 TL 71512 20076 571512.00000000000 220076.36084000000 LCA 5
29 1307097.00000000000 RUTLANDS II 06/08/1984 TL 71638 19467 571638.00000000000 219467.36084000000 LCA 5

Listed Buildings in LCA 5
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ABOUT AECOM

In a complex and unpredictable world, where growing demands have to be met with finite 
resources, AECOM brings experience gained from improving quality of life in hundreds of 
places.

We bring together economists, planners, engineers, designers and project managers to 
work on projects at every scale. We engineer energy efficient buildings and we build new 
links between cities. We design new communities and regenerate existing ones. We are 
the first whole environments business, going beyond buildings and infrastructure.

Our Europe teams form an important part of our worldwide network of 45,000 staff in 150 
countries. Through 360 ingenuity, we develop pioneering solutions that help our clients to 
see further and go further.

www.aecom.com

Follow us on Twitter: @aecom


